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'/J[ ISLAND co\.\.\.~\. . 
is 
isties 8:69 
"FREE ACCESS TO IDEAS AND FULL FREEDOM OF EXPRESSIO 
VOL. xn. No. rn 
Revise or Remove 
b,v ERIC 8 Jt,ELEY 
"T have told Dr. Kauffman and 
Dr. Shinn I am unable to work 
with the Humanities Program as 
it exists now. I have requested 
that either th<' program be re-
vised or someone be appointed to 
succeed me.'' 
Paul Anghinctti, Chairman of 
the Humanities Department, is un-
happy with the program. He be-
lieves Dr. Kauffman and Dr. Shinn 
are sympathetic with his ideas, 
but he has heard nothing definite 
concerning them. 
Mr. Anghinetli said that the 
program is not a success. He tried 
to make it as good as possible, 
but under the present system, the 
program could not fulfill its goals 
of "tying together the knowledge 
gained in other general education 
courses. It was an experiment, but 
it failed." 
The program, however, still has 
a place in the College curriculum. 
Mr. Anghinettl believes that with-
out the program, students travel 
from on<' class to another with no 
attempt made to gap the spaces 
between the courses. "''lhat was 
Dante, a poet, a theologian, or a 
historian? It is the Humanities 
job to show how he was all three, 
and to show how one aspe<:t af-
1 
fected the others." 
The largest problem in the 
course seems to be the lectures. 
The students have difficulty un-
Photo by Al T,-onf"I 
Mr. P:ml Anghlnetti 
Dance Company 
Holds Workshop 
derstanding the lecturer, and in 
turn they stop a ttcnding these 
lectures. 
"Let's face it. Mann Auditorium 
is a chamber of horrors, acoustics 
RE VISE or RE-'IOVE P"41'& 6 
AAUP Votes Measure 
For Student Protection 
-M \chc--m,st- cha pwr-nreC'ttl'fg, 
I AAUP members voted to submit 
the following statement to the 
President of Student Senate. I To all rue Faculty Members 
and Administrators: 
In our privileged position as 
teachers, advisers or counselors 
we should protect students and 
The Rhode Island College Dance former students against improper 
Company will present an informal disclosure of information aequired 
workshop in Mann Auditorium on in classroom, conference, or other 
December 13 at 8:00 p.m. The campus activities. Inquiries about 
evening will consist of a short students might come from legisla-
demonstration of techniques, tors, reporters, Civil Service, the 
phrases of movement, short dance military services, F.B.I., police and 
studies, and excerpts from major so on. You should respond by giv-
dances in progress. The techni- ing judgements of a students abil-
ques which will be demonstrated ity and/or character. It is improp-
are those used by the company in er to disclose student VIEWS, 
its weekly meetings; the short BELIEFS or POLITICAL ASSO-
studies performed will be rework- CIA TIONS. 
eel and expanded for the Spring In ordet· to have the reluctance 
Concei·t. or refusal of some members to 
There will be a preview of a give information not to be preju-
dance based on the legend of Liz- dicial to the student, all members 
zy Borden being choreographed by of the faculty and administration 
Or. Fannie Helen Melcer for the are requested to follow this pro-
company's Spring Concert. The cedure; 1. Refuse to give any informa-
public is invited. tion over the telephone. 
Dancers in the workshop are 2. Ask to see the inquirer's 
Barbara Aiken, Paula Archam- credentials. 
bault, Barbara Belhumeur, Carol 3. Ask for evidence that the 
Berti, Yvette Cartier, Maureen student has given permission to 
Chamberlain, Linda Dickie, Bar- release information 
bara Eno, Kevin Fennessey, Bill/ 4. Hand the inq~irer a copy of 
Finley, Joan Fontaine, Jocelyn Gir- the IMPROPER DISCLOSURE 
ard, Pamela Hindley, Pat Holtz, STATEMENT approved by the 
Steve Jennings, Ellen Kenahan, Council of Rhode Island College. 
Marcia Layden, Francoise Lebo- I 5. Respond to any question 
vitz, Sharon Lombardi, MaryJane which you believe is covered by 
McGrath, Sue Mirsky, Nancy Neil- the statement by saying, "It is 
son, Kathy Quinn, Sandra Rouse, improper for me to give that in-
Deborah Soares, Karen Swift, fo,mation." 
Mary Walsh, Nora Wilson. The Anchor applauds this meas-
Mary aJne McGrath is club ure of the AAUP to protect stu-
President· Miss Billie Ann Bur- dents, past and present from in-
rill is a d~isor . Refreshments will quirles where a refusal to respond 
he served in the foyer of Mann to a question is condemnation in 
Hall after the performanc<'. itsC'lf. 
RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE 
An Example of 
Non-Professional ism? 
Donald Puretz of the RIC Phy-
sical Education Department re-
ceived a letter from the National 
Association of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation head-
quarters at the University of Wis-
consin dated November 25, 1968. 
The effect of the letter was that 
his research paper "Values Taught 
Through Athletics; Are They 
What They Should Be" had been 
accepted for pre'Sentatlon at the 
Research Section meeting of the 
National Convention to be held 
in Boston in April His was one of 
the few accepted out of 170 sub-
mitted. It will be published in the 
Abstracts of Research Papers of 
1969 and will be available for sale 
from the National Organization. 
BOG Takes Action To 
Better Student-Faculty 
Relations 
A forum on ednootton flJ)OnsoNJ<l 
by B OO \rill be he ld Thu1'6day Dec. 
12th from 1:00 to 4 :00 PM in the 
Ballroom. Jnvltatlorui have been 
sent Ix> all the faculty and the 
e tlNI ~-LJ>ild.v, ls, •irged...to 
oome. The purpose of t.h.l!I forum 
Is to cla.rl fy nlistllltlbnl ta.ndl.ngs 
and to offer suggestions to both 
groups by both groups about the 
tollowlng: 
firing and firing of ta.culty 
Student faculty relations 
Any other relevant ,mbjoot 
Senate Reaction To 
Class Controversy 
This year the policy of the Stu-
dent Senate has been to work with 
the administration whenever pos-
sible in facing problems concern-
ing the student body. Having a 
very cooperative administration 
this year has helped us to settle 
most issues quickly and equitably 
as far as the student is aoncerned 
and progress has been made in 
many areas. 
In the case of the problem con-
cerning the calendar and the re-
turn of students on January 2, the 
Senate again is following this for-
mat. We hope that by working 
with the administration, the situa-
tion can be rectified and having 
talked with administration mem-
bers, we have been assured that 
they will try to do this. 
At the last meeting, Senate d~ 
cussed the problem and decided 
that the only convenient and 
equitable solution is for the stu-
dents to return not on Thursday, 
the 2nd, but on Monday, the 6th. 
Therefore, it was decided that 
in the absence of this solution, 
the entire Student Senate will not 
be attending classes on Thursday, 
the 2nd and Friday, the 3rd. 
This is not a boycott of classes 
but a reaction to this unnecessary 
inconvenience to students. How-
RF..ACTION Page 6 
Former All-Star 
New Coach at RIC 
Dave Stenhouse, whose profes- tern before being drafte dby the 
sional baseball career spanned 12 Cincinnati Reds in 1959. After 
years, highlighted by the starting three years in the International 
assignment for the American League with the Reds he was 
League in the 1962 All-Star game, traded to Washington Senators in 
has been named head baseball and 1962. 
assistant basketball coach at That year was his best in the 
Rhode Island College. major leagues as he finished with 
The appointment, effective im- a 12-13 record for a team that 
mediately, was announced by WU- finished at the bottom of the 
Jiam M. Baird, athletic director at league. He had been 10-3 at mid-
RIC and former basketball team- season when he was named to 
mate of Stenhouse at the Univer- start the All-Star game, the last 
sity of Rhode Island. won by the American League. 
Stenhouse has been well known His career was sidelined two 
in Rhode Island sports circles for years later by arm trouble and 
nearly two decades since he starr- he retired in 1967 after spending 
ed in both basketball and base- two seasons with Hawaii in the 
ball for Westerly High School in Pacific Coast League. 
1949-50-51. 
He them went to U.R.T. where he 
was three times an all-Yankee 
Conference selection in basketball 
and once all-conference in base-
ball as a pitcher. In basketball, he 
is a member of the U.R.T. 1,000 
point Club, having scored 1,157 
points in his college career. 
After graduating in 1955 with 
a degree in industrial engineering, 
Stenhouse was signed to a bonus 
co1itract b,' the Chicago ·Cubs and 
spent four years in theil' farm sys-
Choir Holds 
Concert 
The RIC Concert Choir will 
present its annual Christmas con-
cert on Wednesday, Dec. 11, 1968 
at eight o'clock in Roberts Hall 
auditorium. Admission to this 
event will be $1.50 for the general 
public. R. I. C. students may gain 
free admission by presenting their 
IDs at the door. 
This year's program promises to 
be quite exciting with pieces of 
varied mood and tempo. Included 
in the program is Johann Sebas-
tian Bach's Christmas season. Also 
to be heard is Fantasy on Carols 
by Ralph Vaughan Williams, a 
contemporary English composer 
This piece treats several old Eng-
lish carols in a new way. Here is 
Vaughan Williams doing what he 
liked best, taking music of old 
England and bringing it to life 
Last but not least the choir will 
sing several carols which will be 
familiar to most of the audience. 
Under the d~tion of Mr 
George Kent, the choir will be 
accompanied by orchestra. There 
will be three soloists who guaran-
tee a great performance. Those 
who have attended the choir per-
fonnances in the past will recog-
nize the voices of bass soloist, Mr 
Francis Hester, tenor soloist, Mr 
Paul Wiggin and alto soloist Mrs 
Alice Pellegrino. Such a combin-
ation of great music, fine direc-
tion, a bigger and better than ever 
choir and these three beautiful 
voices as soloists, can't help but 
produce a concert which you will 
not want to miss. 
Stenhouse' lives in Cranston, 
R. I. and works as a supervisor 
for the Providence Mutual Life 
Insurance Co. He is married and 
has two sons. 
Rumor Is Denied 
One rwnor wblch has been 
circulating <•oncernlng the four-
t.een girls at a Collego \Vest ot 
Boston who were to meet an 
untimely death was denied by 
Jean Dixon. She is the cln.lrvoy-
aut who was ma.de famous by 
her prediction of the Jat.e Pre8i-
dent Kennedy's assasslnatl.otL 
l\llss Dixon stated that the 
rwnor was entirely false and 
that she ha.d not made the 
prediction whleh h M been at-
tributed to her . The nuuor 
sta.t-t.ed la.<it spring In Oklahoma. 
I t h as no basis at a ll and ap-
pears to be no more t ita n a 
ltoa..x, 
Campus police take note. 
Beacon Gets Paid 
According to the Providence 
Journal of December 5th, the Bea-
con is back in business as URI's 
newspaper as a one page sheet due 
to the strike of the entire staff. 
Cliff Bowden, who was the pre-
vious editor, published the one-
page edition. The staff resigned 
last month in an effort to obtain 
payment for the editors. After the 
administration refused to offer 
payment for these positions, the 
student senate approved salaries 
ranging from $250 for the sports 
editor to $1000 for the editor-in-
chief. They are now making an 
urgent appeal for students to ap-
ply for the ed! toriaJ positions 
which were vacated by the strike. 
THE ANCHOR 
will be available in the following 
major locations: 
Main Corridor, Old Student Center 
Donovan Dining Center 
Adams Library 
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EDITORIALS 
Silence 
In the last few weeks a number of articles 
appearing in this newspaper have dealt with prob-
lems and conflicts which are associated with the 
Administration of this school. Many of these com-
mentaries, besides offering analysis, have also sug-
gested solutions to many of tl1e problems. 
There has been a movement to bring the 
faculty and student body closer together in order 
to establish dialogue and rapport. Controversy 
continues over prices in the book store and exclu-
sion of a Negro actor from a school production. 
President Kauffman has been asked to conduct 
speak-ins, and there still remains the need for a 
clarification of dismissals of particular instructors. 
Material has appeared which asks for the exten-
sion of vacations, and lastly an editorial has in-
quired as to why the Student Union was closed 
several Sundays ago. 
Most of these proposals and problems require 
answers and comment from the Administration. 
At this datl' none have appeared. What is the 
reason for this silence - does the Administration 
hope that all the controversies will eventually 
solve themselves - or must we as students always 
st'ek out these officials for a response? Is the 
Administration stagnant and devoid of all initi-
ative? This newspaper will continue to ask ques-
tions until replies are received. 
Services Rendered 
Recently the Beacon, URl's newspaper went 
on strike to be paid for services rendered. This may 
seem rather an ungrateful act on the part of stu-
dents when facilities are provided by the college 
for them to express opinion. With tl1e present 
course load of most students an editorial position 
is an extra time consuming burden. Most persons 
have no idea how much time, in hours it takes 
to put together a newspaper as modest as ours. 
In business it is hard enough to get cooperation 
and participation when the persons are directly 
responsible to the organization for livelihood. It 
is hard to imagine for persons not directly in-
volved in a paper like the Anchor what the same 
problems involve. It is possible staff workers would 
be more than rewarded if they had support by a 
large percentage of the college. We have figured 
th<.' student representation on the Anchor at one 
tenth of one percent. We believe that our editors 
shol!ld be paid relative to the time and respon-
sibility involved. 
Letters to the Editor 
Dear Editor: am against this because most of 
With reference to the a rticle these clubs perform a service to 
about me appearing in November the college that they would not 
Z7, 1968 Anchor, I wish to cor- be able to perform if they were 
reet one statement which I believe not supported by the Student Ac-
is an inaccurate one - that I was tivities Fee. For example, the 
dismissed for "unprofessionalism." Math Club would not be able to 
I was not, and have never, been sponsor a series of films open to 
given any reason for my dismis- the entire student body. 
sal. Neither has my chairman at It is a shame that this news-
the time, Dr. Fannie Melcer ever paper cannot make known these 
been made privy to any reasons. films. In fact on Dee. 11, at 2 
Neither, to the best of my know!- p.m. the Math Club has a film 
edge, has my present chairman, open to the entire student body. 
ever been informed of any reason. The film will be shown at 2:00 
When I asked Dr. Kauffman p.m. in M 258; this is during the 
for the reasons he suggested that two hour free period on Wednes-
1 ask Dr. Willard. When I asked day Dee. 11. 
him, in writing, he (Dr. Willard) Charles E. Haskell 
gave me no reason. Ed note: Huw about submitting 
ID cards. The locker room facil-
ities should be for the convenience 
of the students and not the staff 
or laundry supply, 
Greg Masone 
Dear Editor: 
I hesitate to rise to the defense 
of certain faculty rights for feai 
my motives will be fully misunder-
stoo.l and ~ proP'!nsit-le,, labelk<J 
as reactionary. But, the existence 
of separate restroom facilities, a 
faculty dining area in Donovan, 
and the prospective faculty center 
have been attacked recently. Most 
of the arguments against these 
come from those who maintain 
that these special facilities hinder 
faculty-student communication. 

































































The ANCJJOR, Public.ation$ Office, 1'bird Floor, Srndcnl Union on 
Rhode l'lland C.011,l{e. Providence, R. I. 0'2908. Phont-: 831·6600 Ext. 471. Donald H. Puretz the infarmation1 We aren't clair-
Dear Edltor&-ln-Chlef: 
voyent. how the separate restrooms figure , ---_-_-:_-_-:_ ___ :.:.:. ____ -:_::::-:::: _____________ ., 
in this argument unless they are 
hitherto unrecognized arenas of 
communication. Perhaps encount-
ering a faculty member in the 
inner sanctum develops a feeling 
of comradship or commonality 
The commode ls a great leveller 
Or maybe opponents are thinking 
of the graffiti ( which sometimes 
surpasses the writing in the An-
cbor in quality and content ) on 
the walls as a form of communi-
cation. However informative that 
may be, certain weighty considera-
tions might override these argu-
ments. Consider the poor member 
of faculty trapped in the cubical 
while a couple of unsuspecting 
students outside talk about him. 
I am one of the "Keep off the 
Grass" advocates to whom you 
refer In your asinine editorial of 
December 4. I am not, however, 
opposed to lady janitors or, In 
fact, to women if they are ladies. 
You are in no danger of having 
to succumb to my dictates, be· 
cause I represent a minority on 
this campus. Most of the people 
here are inconsiderate slobs that 
you seek to cultivate and encour-
age in their determination to turn 
out grounds into a grassless gar-
bage heap. 
I would like to remind you that, 
regardless of your potential, I am 
a. member of the working portion 
of our society, and thus a Rhode 
Island taxpayer of considerably 
more importance than you are 
likely to be at this time. Thus, in 
a sense, this campus is more mine 
than it is yours. 
Kenneth E. Borst 
Associate Professor of 
Chemistry 
Ed. Note: Lenin loves you, he 
loves all workers. 
Dear Editor: 
It has been said that some of 
the clubs on campus should be 
under the related departments. By 
that I mean that the Math Club 
would be under the Math Depart-
ment etc. 
I would like to say now that I 
Deur Editor: 
THE RIC DOES IT AGAIN 
AWARD goes this week to the 
persons responsible for handing 
out towels at Walsh Gymnasium. 
The male students are on the 
short end of the stick in the 
Men's locker room. For two days 
at the students expense there 
have been no towels in the men's 
gym. The towels are supplied by 
Central Laundry Service. The 
towels use is paid for by the stu-
dents at the beginning of the 
semester. The responsibility lies 
with college to see that the stu-
dents get the necessary towels. I 
think either Central Laundry 
should get on the ball and should 
keep up with the demand for clean 
towels, or the concession should 
be given to some other responsible 
firm. 
Another gripe by the students 
is the inefficiency by the locker 
room staff around 12:00 p.m. The 
students who go to an 11 :00 a.m. 
class are hindered from returning 
their towels because the room ls 
closed from 12:00 to 12:30. Grant-
ed the woman working there must 
eat lunch. But if they were to eat 
from 12:15 to 12:45, this would 
allow the 11:00 a.m. class to take 
a shower. Too many students are 
stuck with dirty towels when they 
try to redeem their much needed 
Imagine the total chagrin of the 
students if their private conversa-
tion is interrupted by the mem-
ber's need to get to the next class 
One afternoon, because the facul-
ty men's room was occupied and 
my need was great, I dashed into 
the general men's room to an em-
barrassing confrontation with an 
author busily communicating via 
the wall. The solution to that 
problem was either better timing 
on my part or even better facil-
ities for the faculty. 
One assumption seems implicit 
in much of the argument against 
separate facilities: that the inter-
ests of the faculty and students 
are identical. This is not true. The 
LETTER Page 1 O 
CnlnlllfJ w tR. !J. C. 
Wednesday, Docember 1 I - Chaplain's Series - Deck the Halls 
Discussion of Profit Motive in American Culture. Ballroom, 
Student Union 2:00 p.m. 
Biology Colloquium Public Health in Central America. 
Delivered by Dr. Robert J. Krasner. Ballroom, Student 
Union 3:00 p.m. 
Rhode Island College Choir - Christmas Concert. Roberts 
Auditorium 8:00 p.m. 
Friday, December IS - Coffee House, Ballroom, Student Union, 
11:00 a.m. 
Suturday, De<·emtwr 14 - Basketball vs. Plymouth State, Walsh 
Center, 8:00 p.m. 
Coffee House, Ballroom. Student Union, 3:30 and 5:00 p.m. 
Suoduy, December 15 Movie, "Sundays and Cybele," Ballroom, 
7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, DcN•mber 17 Chalktones, Roberts Auditorium, 1:00 
p.m. 
Tile purpose or the Anchor is 
to 1novide "Free ace.es,. to ideas 
nod full free<lom of expression." 
It Is the intention or tllis yea.r's 
Anchor's st.aft to make trus 
motto n. reality. 
The Aocbor is not nnd will 
not be ceosore<I by faculty or 
admlolstratioo. Nor will we be 
censored or e.ontrolle1l by any 
group or faction among tile stu-
dent body. If we a.re to fu.nctlon 
as an independent student 
-
voiee, we mnst be free to pre-
S6nt ALL views, without Inter-
ference. 
The Anchor will not remain 
silent during eontroversy. Our 
OJ>inions will ap1>car on the 
editorial page, and we have es-
tablis be1l the Anchor FoMJm lo 
order I hat others may be hoorcl. 
You have the means to be 
heard. US6 tbem, but do not 
seek to deny the ovportunlty 
to others. 
Tile Anchor 
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'Lost Consciousness' 
by PAM ~101'.'JF..AU I aliennted man. Human beings are 
Chalkstones of R. L C. 
( Ed. Note . This pteee 1tx1., writ- unal.>lc- to commnlcnte with each 
ten. /<Yr __ Miss Ducey's Advanced, oth('r Their actions are meaning-
Compos,hon class. We agree u>ith. less, stereotyped and mechanical. Presents A 
l,fiss DUCf/Y that it is a Fine essay Decisive action is never taken; 
mul gladly rl'71ri11t it herC'.J characters talk, but never do any-
• • • thing, rt is almost frightening lo 
Miss Ducey watch one of these plays realizing Christmas Concert 
":\fodern so<'lety has become so sudd<•nly that the Theatre of the 
tightly organiz,'<I. so ralionali?.ed, Absurd is not confined to the 
and so routiniz<'ri that it has the stage, but is \\ith us rvery minute. 
character nf a mechanism which PN>Plr in the real world have been 
grinds on without human con- beatrn and murdet'C'd, while we 
seiuusness or control." This is in hav<' stood talking, incapable of 
:m essay by Dwight J\la<'Donald. action. incapable of Involvement. 
''The Responsibility of Pl'<ipks", Whnt are the caus(•s of inaction• 
as he cxaminf's the conditions Th<'r<' have been many factors 
which allO\\'<'tl society to accrpt aged to legislate against human 
tlw VIW lJ Nazi autrocitles. kincln<'ss. lf somronc stops to help 
If :-.1acDonald's statem<'nt had an accident victim, he could be 
"alidity in I ~15. it has lx'<'<>ml' a sued should the person fail to re-
truism in thr 1960's. Even further, co,·er. The fear of being held liable 
ii is not SOCiPty, but the individual then is one reason commonly given 
Tuesday, Dec. 17, at I .00 p.m. 
in Roberts Auditorium, the Chalk-
tones will present their annual 
Christmas Concert. 
The program will include the 
rollowing numbers; Peloquin's Bel 
Bamaino, Sicilian Bagpipers Carol, 
Preludium from "Sound of Music" 
by Rodgers and Hammerstein, 0 
Come, 0 Come Emmanuel a 
French 12th century carol, and 
Carol of the Bells by Wilhousky. 
Students, faculty and staff are 
invited to attend the concl'rt The 
concert promisC's to be onr of their 
best. 
the man, thr woman, the child, for the individual's inaction. There 
who has lost his human c,>nscious- have !J{'('n instnncrs, however, 
nC'ss. The individual has h1·come when a person did not have to 
unfl'<'ling, 11 mc-chanized mlK>t in- I jeopardize his physical or finan-
srnsiliV<' lo his rcllow man: strip- cial security in any way, when all Dorm Curfew Revised 
1wd of his humaness, he h,1s lost he had to do was to telephone the 
tlw ability to rr,•I life. His l'mo- police. Yet this was not done. By LVNNE BOI SS•,L 
tions lay strnngled by th<' ever Why? Apathy. Wh11t causes this Curfew changes once again 
tii;hteni..ng con centric circles of apathy• Again it Is the inability gripped the 1-esidents of Thorp 
trchnology nnd rationality. His of the individual to feel any kind and Weber Halls. This time the 
st•nses have wherever hi' looks. of emotional commitment to previously "o,·er-looked" Sopho-
Nl'\\'Spapers, maga7Jnes, movies, others. Mechanical action has so mores were Included under the 
R-.1.('. C'ltalktones 
The Reviewer's Joh and television are constantly re- long been a part of us, that feel- new revisions. I 
J)('ating gru,.s,mw tales of death ings have become unnecessary. If In just one month, the Steering 
and crime. \\'e once had reasons for inaction, Committees of both resident halls l>) BERN
IB DUI.UDE jecti\'c, unbiased commrnts about 
Death is r,•lnt<'tl to us in the th<'Y ha\'e been forgotten. Isola- met to consider changes in the After due consi
deration, I hB\'e it at a sf)C('ific performance. As 
clipJ)('d impo,1-sonal phrnsl's of lion ar,'1 non-invol\'cment have be- curfew p
ermissions issued Oct. 8, dec1d<'tl that all rt'viewers are. al such. th,• rl'viewer's opinion, as 
"traffic fatnlit,.,s" and "Viet Nam come a way of lire. 1968. They submitted their pro- best, unsavory cha
racters. divorced from that of thr theatre-
War casualtit•s." As the1·1' is al- The prevalence of existential posals to Dean Mierzwa who drew I'm quite sur
e that a Viennt•se I going public, constitulcs some 
ways a set quota of highway philosophy is further evidence that up the new revisions and then psychiatrist wo
uld t<'II you thnt kit1d of i!l<lcpenden_t criteria o( 
•h·aths to nw<•t over " holiday the Individual is unable to feel sent them to Dean Stratton (Dean anyone who se
ts himself up as a what good thcatre 15· Many per-
w,...,kend. "' is thert> . ' '""-'kly any kind of bond with other men. of Admission.,) for approval. A judgl' of art i
s himself, a frus- formers, _I have heard, ns.scrt that 
<1uota of m,•n who should dil• in In an age of speeiallation, the In- statement was issued to all dorm trated artist, s
ufkring from dt•lu- moSt rcvu,wcrs could not tell good 
Vil't Nam. W<> arc always so many dividual cannot integrate his students on Nov. 5, 1968 with the slons of grandc
-ur and still wets th~alrt' from a revival meeting. 
<l<•aths ahead ot last week, or so ttt-tioris "" tt mt•1mlr1K£ul - wholc. ,u\J•equcnt ricw change... hi., bed. Now 
I nsk would you I This may be true, and the ques-
many hchind. As individunls. we When the individual cannot find Freshmen we1-e given six spe- read the word
s of so warped an lion of whct~c-r_ or not this in-
have lost th,, mPaning of death; meaning in his actions, he becomes cial 3:00 a.m. curfews for the sec- individual lo d
ctl'rmlne whethl'r I drpeodent criterion ls necessary, 
nn one bccnnws ,·ery emotional alienah'<l from him.self; when he ond semester. Prior to this new a play is good 
or not~ ,r c,·er desirable is subject to de-
about a statistic. Numbers are ab- can find no meaning in his rela- ruling, Freshmen were givt'n only I Ultimately, a revirw is mcroly batc. Thr f,ict is that roviewer's 
stractions that are readily uccept- lions with others, he is alienated two 3:00 a.m. curfews per scmes- the opinion, a
lbeit with a par- .<~nd their P'.~lamatlons o_f what 
<•d on a rational basis. Unless one from society. This feeling of ter. ticularly schola
rly stink about It, ,s damned o_1 saved l do exist. 
o( our fri<-nds becomes a death separateness has led the individual _so~homorcs were given a 12:00 of one person.
 If there is any Takmg lhts _perhaps unfortunate 
statistic, w<' usually have no parti-· to retreat deeper within himself; rrudmght curfew for weekdays validity in a re
viC'w, r suppose it soci~I convPnt1on therefore, let us 
cular feeling ,,bout these numhcrs. he no longer looks to society for which replaces the former 10:30 is ipso facto, t
hat very smell. 1 consider 
"hat the rovi<'wcr's job 
:\Tuch of our culture is begin- comfort The existentialist finds p.m. limit. Sophomores, along with ! 
1s 
ning to reflect the void that is no meaning in the sea of humanity Juniors and Seniors were granted 
1! would seem that the erudite I can only speak from limited 
fo1·ming whcrr human sensitivity around him. He looks only to him- 3:00 a.m. curfews on Fridays, revicw<.'r has 
thP dol)<' on theatrl', <'Xpcricncc or writing rm· 11 small, 
oncl' stood. Look at some of our self for solution.~. Society and Its Saturdays and nights prior to holi- for rxnmple, 
11nd can make oh- weekly puhli<'ation. The following 
art. Cambell's Soup cans and Pep- problPms are irrelevant to him. days. Previously, all three classes 
arl' the pn,c,,pts which I go by in 
si bottles this is the art of the An even more tr-.igic commen- had to be In their donns by 1:00 CANCELLATION 
<"riticLsin11 n pcrformanC<'. 
20th century man. Perhaps this Is CONSCIOUNESS Page 6 a.m. The chaplain's Pr
ogr•m scheduled for 1. Kno\\' something about the 
th t t f t be Wed. the 11th, h
as boon rescheduled I 
<' rues ar o our ime, cause I for nut semester. This wos done to thing you'r,, rcviewing. 1 try to 
it reflects what Is at the heart of naul rpaylor· An Ex~ner:ence encour•g• studen!s to attend tl,e lee- make it " P,>int to have rcad the 
thr Individual oday. His essence _r 1 .I.. I • r " lure on LSD by Dr Theodore Berber. script of a play I intend to re-
has been lost ; as he has l>l'COme t,y BARBARA ENO flowing, tranquility of "Lento." ~::::::: :::: ::
::::::::::::::' virw, so that I \\ill not hampered 
devoid of wnrm!h, feeling, and Everyone has one lifetime and Lento was basically a study of 
hy unde rstaocling thc play, so 
clrpth, so has his art. Perhaps we 
much as this particular lnterpre-
nr<' becoming little more than that lifetime is filled with many movement In five parts. The most DR. KAUFFMAN talion of It. 
<'mpty soup cans; we are losing one time experiences. The Paul beautiful section being a duct be- I TO ADDRESS 
Taylor Dance Concert F'riday tween Carolyn Adams and Daniel 2. Say hones
tly if I wns enter-
so much of our ability to relate night was one of them. It was a w· I SOCIOLOGY CLUB tained, a mused, put-off, 
or pro-
to anything that requires emotion- perfonnan= many """Pie w·on't ti iams- The simple elegance of ~~ .,.... the dance was further emphasized foundly disgust,'<! by the 
f)('rform-
al invilvement There is no beauty soon forget. b h . 11 i Doc
tor Gamal Za~i announces nee. 









umes. that there will be an informal I 3. Justify the previous Mate-
hcauty that lirs without withers ga es a e, a ro c invo ving "Public Domain," Paul Taylor's discussion between the Soc
iolo- mcnt with s,,me rnasori, most 
· 1 •i h t the dev
il (Paul Taylor) disguised new work, was fun also, but the I I b , 111 5 eri e <'al' s. as a monk, the angel Raphael dis- merriment was produced through gy Cu a nd their gueSt Presi- often som" factual aspcC't or the 
.Another area of culture that guised as a unicorn, the orphan une....,.,..ted movements and un- dent Joseph Ka
uffman, Monday 1wrformance itself. 
•~·Cle>ets the individual's plight to- .. ,...~ Dec. 16th at
 7:00 P.M. in the 
day is the Theatre of the Absurd. song-master Pan nnd "a maiden usual props. Included in this Student Unio
n. 4. Don't ,,., critical for its own 
In the plays of this genre, IV<' are who had perhaps saved her love dance, interwoven quite sklll!ully, 
sake, or Just to hear yoursC'lf talk. 
ronstantly confronted with the too long." These three men com- was every mistake a dancer could All RIC stude
nts are invited to It serves no purpose to beat a 
pete for her love, the winner sur- make. There was along with the attend. fallen animul. 
One's comments 
prisingly enough is the earthly unexpected movements, uncxpect- • _____ _________ , should he cons
tructively dirc<:ted 
Pan. This dance, in one word was cd music. Marches separated ,.--------------- in the hofl<' nf 
future hl'ttermcnt 
"fun." Along with the gaiety in- pieces of Baroque, speeches scpa- fl. Be "itty,
 if possible. No 
volved, the music was light and rated moments of silence and History Department criticism 1s accepted easily, and 
happy. There were several, as we strains of America were heard in- Presents I he bittcrn!'ss o
( the pill is sweet-
might say delicate subjects which termittently. Although the dance !'ned considera
bly if an cl<'menl 
Land 90x90 Excellent C ond ition Paul Taylor had to choreograph. ts amusing and colorful it is per- "The Battle of humir is pl'C'sent. 
Classified 
Six Room Brick Cape Cod 
One or these subjects was the haps, in sections, too long. of Culloden" . I gues., what I'm sayinl! is that 
taking of the maiden's love. This Combine the artistry of profes-
led bl I W d d D b 
a reviewer should mnk<' an at-
was hand super y. n all, sional dancers, the subtle humor e nes ay, ecem er 11 
A th • Tnl j bl I l p M lt'mpt to b(, human. He should go 
ga cs e was en oya e n- or the dance an dthe fine lighting • • to II perfo1·muncc prepa
red to be 
troduction into the realm of Paul nnd costumes all blended to Room 209 Mann East I entertained ha\'e a smat tcring of 
Taylor. c-ate an nx=Uent performance · bo CE ., ' ~, ignorance a 
ut what he sees, and 
1-7690 or EL 3-3937 (eves.) In a kind of contrast to by the Paul Taylor Dance Com- , All Welcome record his n•sponse
 with as much 
Agathe's tale was the smooth- pnny, '- ---------------! intPgrity as hi' can must!'r. 
$25,000 
36 FARNUM HILL AVE. 
NORTH PROVIDENCE 
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"The employers are going to 
love this generation. They 
aren't going to press many 
grievances. They are going 
to be easy to handle. There 
aren't going to be any riots." 
Clark Kerr, 1959 
ANCHOR 
"Free A ccess To Ideas And 
Students Evaluate The Faculty On The Reality of Student 
Power At Rhode Island College 
by DORRIS R . SIPPE L 
Dr. James White, Chairman of 
the English Department, has re-
cently sent to students evaluation 
sheets to be filled out by them 
concerning the competency of spe-
cific instructors. In cases where 
evaluations were requested, whole 
classes of students were simul-
taneously communicated with pri-
vately. Dr. White stated in his 
cover letter to these forms: 
about specific matters" he refers 
to are questions of contract re-
newals of the faculty evaluated. 
He uses these evaluations to sup-
port positions, usually negative, 
which he has already formulated 
concerning these instructors. The 
instructors evaluated are general-
ly those who have been informed 
that the possibility of their con-
tracts being renewed is doubtful. 
by SHELLY MOSSBERO 
Student power is presently non-
existent at RIC. There are no es-
tablished channels for student 
participation in policy making or 
policy revision at the CoUege. 
Those who feel that the Student 
Senate has any jurisdiction in 
these areas are indeed the victims 
of their own illusion. 
deemed necessary for the benefit 
of the student body?" And what 
a re the specific actions that will 
be taken? A plea to Dr. Kauff-
man? A two-day boycott of class-
es? By now we should all be 
aware that methods such as these 
are simply a waste of time. 
It doesn't really make much sense. 
There Is a way out. Quite sim-
ply. establish those cha nnels that 
do not now exist that are neces-
sary for student participation in 
policy making and policy revision. 
The first step in the institution 
of these so-called channels is to 
seat students on the Council of 
Rhode Island College. This Coun-
cil is the chief legislative and 
regulatory agency of the faculty. 
• I want your help so that I may 
make informed judgments 
about our staff. I think we have 
a good department. I want to be 
sure that teaching competence 
is fuUy recognized. Where 
weakness may occur, I want to 
be able to offer specific sugges-
tions about specific matters. In 
rare instances where incompe-
tence may exist, I want to be 
able to correct the situation. 
Your response, besides helping 
me with a difficult job, will 
help you and your fellow stu-
dents and wiJI help the faculty 
in general. 
Student opinions aren't really 
important at all. Dr. White states 
in his cover letter, "I expect to 
make summaries of or select quo-
tations from your comments." He 
grants himself the liberty to quote 
out of context statements favor-
able to the position he has already 
taken. By doing this, the state-
ments of students arc rendered 
virtually meaningless. 
The only possible way for con-
cerned students to avoid this situa-
tion is for them to write, if sent 
evaluations, strong positive state-
ments which cannot be miscon-
strued by being quoted out of con-
text. Tn this way, student opinions 
even if we don't delude ourselves 
as to their importance, will at 
least not be used as a ra tlonale 
for arbritrary dismissals. 
The fact of the matter is that 
the duties and powers of the Stu-
dent Senate are not only ambigu-
ous but written in such general-
ities as to make them ineffective. 
For example, Article VI, section 
2 of the Constitution of the Stu-
dent Government (duties and pow-
ers of the Student Senate) states: 
"'By a majority of those pres-
ent at a scheduled meeting, 
the Student Senate may take 
such action deemed necessary 
for the benefit of the student 
body and the adequate func-
tioning of student govern-
ment." 
What constitutes an "action 
It is not the purpose of this ar-
ticle to attack the Student Sen-
ate. If Student Senators are con-
tent to remain silent or to sit and 
scream about the irrelevancy of 
this course or the firing of that 
professor then obviously they 
should be supercedcd. 
Recently, there has been much 
talk in this country by pompous 
college administrators of settling 
student-administrative political 
disputes by so-called "academic," 
rational methods. What these ad-
ministrators fail to realize is that 
if students were properly repre-
sented in the governing of the col-
lege or university, than a major-
ity of the confrontations that are 
taking place would never occur. 
"Its function is to examine 
and evaluate current policies 
in the light of the philosophy, 
purposes, and assigned func-
tions of the College and to 
recommend such amendments 
and additions of policy as are 
deemed necessary or desirable 
to provide for the most effec-
tive operation of the college." 
- from the Faculty Handbook 
The Council at present consists 
If Dr. White wishes to improve 
the quality of instruction at RIC 
why don't the evaluation sheets go 
directly to the instructors con-
cerned? If he wishes to correct 
weaknesses in instruction, why 
are only specific instructors eval-
uated? Why not evaluate the 
whole Department? If he wishes 
to recognize competence, why are 
the students pointedly told on the 
!'valuation sheets that they must 
point out not only strengths but 
weaknesses of instruction? 
Anti-Semitism On Campus? 
Where does Rhode Island Col-
lege fit into this picture? Well, 
right now (and in the f.orseeable 
future) we're in the talking bag, 
the name game. In other words, 
when a situation develops (such as 
the dismissal of a professor) both 
sides will have as their only re-
course a gripe-in session and the 
old name-trading game as "that 
••u •••• administrator'' and 
"those ••u •• student radicals." 
of twenty-four members. (the 
President and three representa-
tives of the administration in-
cluded.) The Council of Rhode Is-
land College should consist of 
twelve voting student members 
and twelve voting faculty mem-
bers. If the Council is primarily 
restricted to recommendatory 
))Owers, than there should be no.__ 
administrators seated on it. In 
any case, less than an equal stu-
dent membership would not only 
be a poor display of tokenism, but 
would be un-democra tic. Dr. White's aims seem in reality 
quite different from those he al-
leges. The "specific suggest ions 
Comment On 
Hoover's Message 
by RICHARD J. PAYETTE 
Mr. Hoover and Mr. Brown 
seem to be in disagreement. I 
write "seem" because Mr. Brown 
really doesn't make a reply to Mr. 
Hoover's aUegations. The only 
things that Paul Brown sees fit to 
attack are J. Edgar's alleged 
"senility" and lack of proficiency 
with the English 1anguage. Mr. 
Brown misses the whole point of 
the FBI dirccto1's message, i.e., 
that the New Left is a threat to 
our country's security. 
Mr. Hoover has somewhat ex-
aggerated the present threat. I 
don't think that the New Left is 
very harmful at this time. I am 
most certainly not in sympathy 
with the New Left's announced in-
tention of "restructuring" our so-
ciety. The New Left has proved it-
self to be violently anti-democrat-
ic. In particular, one of the New 
Left's organizations, the SDS, has 
proved time and again that it is 
not interested in a democratic so-
ciety. An incident just last Wed-
nesday (Dec. 4) provides all the 
necessary evidence. The SDS'ers 
broke up a speech being given by 
Mr. Nguyen Huu Chi, Saigon's ob-
server at the United Nations. But 
let the United Press International 
tell the story: "One student flung 
a p itcher of water in the ambassa-
dor's face, another hurled an egg 
that struck him, and still others 
rushed to where Mr. Chi was 
by BARBARA WURTZEL 
Have you been •·Jewed down" 
recently, or did some teacher "Jew 
you out of'' a mark of one kind 
or another? Would you honestly 
care if you were? Would you use 
one of those expressions? Did you 
use one of those expressions? Are 
you the person I heard say them? 
A re you the person who apologized 
by saying "I didn't mean you, 
you're different!"? Are "some of 
your best friends Jewish? Are 
you prejudiced? Not only against 
Jews, but against differences? 
After three months on this cam-
pus, I have been exposed to more 
anti-semitism then in 18 years of 
life in New York City. For the 
first time in my Life, I was the 
"dirty Jew;" the abhorred one be-
cause of my differences. Expres-
sions that many people he1·e take 
for granted were suddenly direct-
ed against me. Over-reaction? Of 
course, much of my dismay was 
caused by over-reacting, but how 
much was reasonable? Several 
people have tried to justify these 
remarks to me. "You know, in the 
Middle ages the Jews had all the 
money," and so forth, and so on. 
Well, in that case ... are we still 
in the Middle Ages? What a mar-
velous memory some people have 
for what happened five hundred 
or more years ago. Strange isn't 
standing and draped a Nazi flag 
across his chest." Whatever hap-
pened to Free Speech? Or is free 
speech just for those that agree 
with you? If the members of the 
New Left aren't facists, then 
they're pretty good at using the 
techniques of facism. 
I obviously disagree with Mr. 
Brown on several things, but I 
would still like to thank him. He 
was able to force me to th.ink 
through my own beliefs, and after 
all that is what the Anchor Forum 
should be ahle to do. 
it, that Jews have been expected 
to forgive and forget what hap-
pened in Nazi-Germany just twen-
ty-five years ago. 
I s this being "pushy, like all of 
them"? I heard someone label me 
that, the other day, too! !If it Is, 
I hope some pushes are being 
made in the right direction. If you 
dislike me, fine, but don't dislike 
me for my religion (Judaism is 
not a racial trait, in case your in-
terested). 
If I've been rude, or "snotty," 
or hit you with my pocketbook, 
then you're entitled to resent me, 
but don't blame everyone else that 
is Jewish. You're entitled to be a 
person, to have opinions and be-
liefs. Don't hold mine against me 
because you know no better. Find 
out, ask, learn, before you j'udge 
a human being. 
NOTICE 
F rom now on, all letters sub-
mitted to the Forum w ill not be 
1>rinted unless they have been 
signed, although your name 
may be withheld w hen they ap-
J>ear lo the ANCHOR. 










HANDBOOK FOR RESIDENTS 
OF 
MARY TUCKER THORPE HALL 
"Four violations warrant a 
weekday campus which is restric-
tion to one's room from 7:00 p.m. 
until 10:00 p.m. for four days and 
with no visitors and no phone 
calls." 
BEWARE DORMIES: BIG SIS-
TER IS WATCHING. 
"Proper dress is in accordance 
with College Policy. Curlers are 
not to be worn except at the dis-
cretion of the Director." 
As in the case of the Council, 
the ratio of student members to 
faculty or administartive mem-
bers on the various committees 
(with the possible exception of 
graduate committees), should be 
exactly one-half. A listing of these 
committees follows: 
1. President's Advisory Commit-
tee 
2. Academic Standing Committee 
3. Committee on Committees 
4. Curriculum Committee 
5. Library Advisory Committee 
6. Committee on College Lec-
tures 
7. Committee on Undergraduate 
Admissions 
8. Distinguished Films Commit-
tee 
9. Committee on Conditions and 
Regulations 
10. 
BEWARE DORMIES: BIG SIS- 11. 
TER IS WATCHING. 
Athletic Committee 
Long Range Planning Com-
mittee 
"STAND UP whenever the 
Dean, House Supervisor, or other 
woman enters the room. especially 
a guest." 
BEWARE DORMIES: BIG SIS-
TER IS WATCHING. 
"Beds should be made by 11:00 
each day." 
BEWARE DORMIES: BIG SIS-
TER IS WATCHING. 
Violations for Public Display of 
Affection will be given by the Ex-
ecutive Board, Judicial Board 
members and Residents Assist-
ants." 
BACK TO HIGH SCHOOL? 
BEWARE DORMIES: BIG SIS-
TER IS WATCffiNG. 
12. Policy Making Committee For 
Convocations 
13. Committee On Financial Aid 
to Students 
There can be only two reasons 
why the faculty and administra-
tion would object to a more equit-
able distribution of power at 
Rhode Island College: 1) They 
would be afraid that the status-
quo and their own vested inter-
ests would be disturbed and dis-
rupted. 2) They would feel that 
RIC students are immature or in-
capable ( or both) of accepting the 
responsibilities that would be re-
quired of their participation in 
college governance. If either is the 
case, than the College should close 
1 ts doors and forget the whole 
thing. 
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FORUM 
Full Freedom of Expression " 
CHICAGO 
The ballle of Chicago. A tale 
of two cities within a city, an 
armed camp where stupidity, 
ideology, and power politics have 
set the stage for the fall of the 
Holy American Empire. The tech-
nology of Chicago's blue brute 
force otherwise known as Mayor 
Daley's Dervishes, and the Yip-
pies' Presidential shuck candidate 
Pigasus the Pig, have made this 
"Hog butcher of the world" into 
gangland of democracy. 
The events of that wel'k in 
Chicago have created a bizarre 
situation in America. Never has it 
been so evident that this country's 
political system depended on force 
ror its survival. Never has it been 
so appar('nt that only a handful of 
p1-otesters ( not bystanders, sight• 
seeres, etc. l could bring to bear 
so clearly the crisis of conscious-
ness across millions of TV screens 
live and in living color. Straight 
political busts, teargas, beatings, 
shootings; all complement the at-
mosphere of the Democratic Na-
tional Convention in Chicago in an 
atmosphl're of a Facist totalitarian 
state. Herc, the spirit of revolu-
tion has been injected into all who 
have have ever doubted the words 
of the establishment. 
What happened was beyond be-
lief. But whatever is happening 
now in the minds of those dis-
senters who were mercilessly beat-
en, is the cause of the Chicago 
Police and their leader "Boss" 
Mayor Daley. Daley insisted on 
his own brand of law and order. 
He replaced democracy with 
brutality, discussion with violence. 
His mistakes have been monu-
mental. Newsmen were beaten 
mercilessly as well as protesters 
(not to mention innocent by-
standers). He has, in two swift 
strokes, brought down the com-
plete anger of the media on his 
own head, and at the same time, 
organized a Revolution in this 
country that before was only a 
group of factions all jealous of 
each others' ideology. 
Daley has also made it possible 
for the young revolutionaries to 
learn from first hand experience 
the ways of guerilla warfare. 
Censorship? 
by D. SCOTT J\fOLLOY I embarrased. But don't worry, this 
The Walker Report, which deals may not be the case. If the editor 
~ with the .uulll'ncc aL the Chica failed to _see that llll.SlY word. 1hen 
Convention. v.111 not be printed the printer did, and he being a 
for public sale by the government God fearing man would never al-
printing office. The reason: the low such a word to contaminate 
report contained too many vulgar his press. 
Every night there was a confront-
ation; the police sweeping the park 
with billy clubs and tear gas; the 
dissenters throwing t·ocks, ashcans, 
and taking to the streets (they 
couldn't sit in a park), breaking 
windows, bombarding police cars 
and causing Chicago to be a fort-
ress under siege. In a matter of a 
week the dissenters became 
throughly skilled in the art of 
street fighting, skirmishes, using 
the instruments of the street as 
weapons, causing traffic jams and 
involving bystanders that they or-
dinarily would have avoided. 
All this would never have taken 
place if the thousands of kids had 
not been forced into the streets 
and the oppressive laws and clubs 
of Chicago's Nazis. Had they al-
lowed the kids the use of a so-
called "public" park, they could 
have pointed to the park as the 
home of non-violent protest. But 
bubble gum and wadded papers 
are little defense against a gestapo. 
Chicago has made the futility 
of non-miltancy real to the move-
ment. The youth will be more 
determined than ever. Daley's 
strong arm machine, a reaction to 
Daley's personal reaction to legiti-
mate dissent, just might be the 
turning point in youth armed re-





"You think Chicago was bad, 
hell you ain't seen nothing." 
- The Black Panthe1· Pa1·ty 
1968 
To The A Reaction 
Student Free Press 
by LESLIE GOULART 
After reading the last issue of 
the S.F.P. news letter, I am both 
shocked and enraged that the likes 
of you shou Id be let loose on the 
streets of America. Its very plain 
to see that you and your confed-
erates do not like our system of 
government and will not stand 
behind It, so you seek to tear it 
down. 
You may say that all you want 
to do is change it, but what are 
you trying to change it to? From 
what I 1·ead in that newsletter. it 
would seem that you want pure 
communism. If you like the left 
wing style of life so much, I would 
gladly chip in some money to buy 
you a one way ticket to Russia or 
China so that you may practice 
what you preach. 
Its very easy to use four letter 
words to attract attention to what 
you are trying to say; but I con-
sider it as immature as a ten year 
old child going into a temper tan-
trum when no one pays any at-
tention to him. 
You call our democracy a war-
fare state and a capitalistic rat 
race. I guess you arc not man 
,mough for il. Or ar" you so afraid 
of being an American that you 
don't even want to try? 
what is that socialist garbage if 
it isn't??? 
Anyone that praises someone 
who bums their draft card should, 
in my opinion, be jailed as a trai-
tor. The act of burning a draft 
card should be called treason, be-
cause you arc defying our leaders, 
our gov('rnmcnt and our country. 
In yom· newsletter you say that 
you want to disturb the peace, ancl 
then you say that we should all 
love one another. Do you have 
any idea of what you are talking 
about• If you want to disturb the 
peace, I'll be glad to help you out 
anytime you want by giving you a 
fat lip. 
You sound as if you really be-
lieve what you say. If this is the 
case you are not an American 
and should not be allowed tht' 
rights of Americans. 
I believe that anyone that 
spreads the kind of trash that you 
do should be stepped on as one 
would step on a spider. They too 
arc ugly and hide and attack the 
unwary. 
One thing should be said about 
syself. I am not a student, nor am 
I one of th<' intellectual type. I 
guess you can say I am one of --
the masses, and its people like me 
(the masses) that will someday 
You take "'hatever this country era~c your kind from the world 
gives you and you give nothing in forever. 
return. You take its medical sci-
words one of which was used 82 Everyone passes the buck. The 
times. These words at·e cited in U. S. Government quivers at 
testimony to the commission as printing dirty words in its com-
having passed between demonstra- mission's work. Yet it gives a 
tors and police. The head of the concise report of the enemy killed 
commission, Daniel Walker, refus- in Viet Nam each week. Statistics 
ed to delete the words from the on the number of poor and starv-
text bl'cause they were seen as a ing arc readily available. It is 
direct cause in precipitating and reported that illegitimate births 
inflaming the violence. have risen sharply while rioting 
I TO . 
I 
ence, its law and order, its free-
ALL dom, and its education and then 
you condemn it for giving you the 
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Response To 
The Challenge 
Of Ray Wells 
To the people who were caught throughout the country has caused 
in the turbulence of Chicago these millions in damage. This is obsce-
words wer(' very real. No police- nity. But the mighty wrought iron 
man beating a demonstrator said press breaks down when fed the 
"you dirty son of a gun" nor did word - __ -. 
the demonstrator answer "you 
I 
God given. It was paid for by 
MARY TUCKER THORPE many American lives. Now, you 
and people like you arc using 
PENAL these rights to take them away 
from us. 
COLONY 
I You may say that you are not 
!.~»»~~--~ preaching Communism, but just 
goshdarn rat." The words they 
rf'ally used arc th<' ones that are 
scribbled and written on walls and 
sidewalks. They are the words 
which pass frequently from person 
to person. They are the words 
t'veryone knows how to spell. Who 
hasn't said them or at least 
thought of saying them? 
Comment On Hoover's Message 
Last week there was another 
article concerning Mr. Wells -
the student who had been denied 
(??? I a part in "Miss Julie". 
BLAH I say to Mr. Wells. Con-
stantly he complains of a little 
occurrence - but does he really 
care about theater? Or does he 
wish to correct this act? T should 
say not. 
The government printing press, 
however, still believes it is operat-
ing in the pristine wilderness of 
seventeenth century America. It 
is not. By hiding vulgarity - the 
government press makes that vul-
gaiity appear more obscene. Bring 
it out in the open - we know the 
words used - so let's see them. 
We can stand the shock. 
In this particular column I 
would like to conjecture as to 
what that word used 82 times was. 
r think the word was - - - -. 
What you have probably just 
read is four blank spaces. The 
editor will not allow this word 
printed - because the advisor to 
the pal)E'r would become very up-
set - because the Administration 
would be on his back - and the 
parents would raise a stink -
and their kids would be a bit 
by TONY VENTURA 
It does not seem terribly un-
reasonable to expect from a man 
occupying the position which 
Mr. J. Edgar Hoover holds, to 
evaluate the present "student re-
volt" situation with some degree 
of intelligence. Nevertheless, Mr. 
Hoover manages to elude the en-
tire issue of student unrest, and 
promptly delivers the blame of 
revolt on the "New Left." 
What Mr. Hoover fails to see is 
a "nucleus" of problems which 
exist in nearly every free think-
ing institution, and not a "nucleus 
of the elite dictatorial ruling class 
of the future." He conveniently 
fails to point out that much of 
the unrest is due primarily to 
unresponsive administrations who 
fail to rectify situations in a rea-
sonable amount of time. 
This writer, or any free thinking 
rational student, wm not attempt 
to justify any type of violent ac-
tion. However, the causes which 
lead to the majority of these up-
risings maybe justified. If society 
and the present archaic educa-
tional system continues to sup-
press the ideals and goals of the 
free-thinking student, they can 
only look forward to more unrest 
whether violent or non-violent. It 
is the opinion of this writer that 
our so-called "social leaders" are 
indulging in one too many value 
systems. The administration in 
this college is a prime example. 
It will dismiss instructors for rea-
sons of "non-professionalism" 
while "cook-book" teachers are 
maintained. Ironically, this same 
administration will express a de-
sire to increase student-adminis-
tration communications and state 
as college objectives those which 
should develop in the student the 
ability to "work effectively and 
creatively alone and with others 
in the pursuit of truth." How-
ever, if an instructor is not allow-
ed to work creatively and In the 
pursuit of truth, then the admin-
istration is being contradictory A person such as he, 01· rather 
and is guilty of indulging in doub- as he is glorified, would be ex-
le-faced value systems. peeled to be an active member of 
Returning to Mr. Hoover's trite theater. Being a member of thea-
statemcnt to Enforcement Offi- tcr, I have noticed Mr. Wells has 
cials, I recommend that the pre- never been at an R.I.C. theater 
sent and seemingly unmoveable meeting. If he cares about acting 
educational system be investigated so much, why doesn't he particip-
far mon> quickly tban the "New ate with the rest of the group? 
Left." The latter group is a min- I would also like to say theater 
ority while the educational system has a play committee which 
involves millions of students. selects plays for the upcoming 
If Mr. Hoover were present at year. If he is so interested in 
RIC over the past years and \vit- acting - ha, ha. ha ! ! ! ? ? ? -
nessed the apathy which has why doesn't he join this committee 
reigned. he would probably label and help to subml t a play which 
the Campus Action Committee as he can act in. 
the "New Left" of RIC. This What Mr. Wells doesn't realize 
writer sees it as group of individ- is it's one thing to protest for a 
uals who are aware of the prob- cause, but it's another thing to 
lems which exist on this campus actually do something. Theater I 
and seek to rectify them peace- say to you please, please, please, 
fully. The extent to which the ad- don't bow to this person's wishes 
ministration will cooperate will - for what has he contributed to 
largely determine future actions you? 
taken by the CAC. Will Dr. Kauff-
man be unresponsive and skirt the J 
issue as Mr. Hoover does? 
An Active Theater Member 
(at least one more active 
than Mr. Wells.) 
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Revise or Remove The Mexican Summer of D. Scott Molloy 
(Contnued f rom Page 1) about the program and the stu-
are bad, and the microphone we dents could choose lo take the 
had to use must have been found course. 
in a crackerjack box." When asked if the department 
Another problem was that the was going to try and involve the 
students often were unable to be- students in the revision plans. Mr. 
come interested in the subject Anghinetti said, "I will go any-
matter o( some lectures. The stu- where at anytime in order to get 
dents often did not attend be- together with a group of con-
cause of this. The teachers had cerned students." Mr. Anghinetti 
diC!iculty in getting across their also said that he would welcome 
ideas to the student. any suggestions from individual 
"It takes a special type of per- students. "Please tell them to stop 
son to transmit his enthusiasm at my office (Craig Lee 122). I 
for a subject to 300 people. We want to know what the students 
have not had the funds necessary arc thinking. In fact, I would like 
to hire such a person." Many lee- to see a student on the program's 
tures have been worthwhile, how- steering committee. If any organ-
ever, the problem has been to get ization on campus has the power 
the students to listen to them. to appoint such a student, I will 
T he course presents another welcome him." 
problem because of the vast num- Mr. Anghinetti insists he is not 
her of students and faculty in- just talking. "I invite any student 
volved, "if the course were offered to sec me about the program. I'm 
as an alternative, we would be not kidding. I want the student's 
able to get three or four faculty ideas on how the program can be 
members who were reaJJy excited made more meaningful." 
by D. SCOTT MOLLOY 
Part l 
Ed. Note: This is the fir8t in a 
series of articles b,y A,ichor re-
p<nter Scottie Molloy who here T'e· 
counta his e~'ielices in Mea:ico 
this past 81immer. 
• • • 
It was five in the morning when 
we left for Mexico. In the cold 
and rain T thought of the warm-
ness of my bed. We had $250 
apiece, a 1949 Plymouth, and as 
it turned out, a lot of luck. Four 
days later, at 50 miles per hour, 
we reached Laredo, Texas and the 
Mexican border. Our stops had in-
cluded my uncle's house, a Ten-
nessee roadside rest, and a three 
dollar San Antonio motel. 
We crossed the bridge into 
Mexico and then entered the cus-
toms office. Our papers were 
checked, but there was one diffi-
culty -- I would have to get a 
haircut or be refused entrance. It 
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the Olympics and wanted to in-
sure that all tourists were spared 
any preventable eyesores. Al-
though I was a bit indignant, we 
had come too far to turn back. 
We marched to a little Mexican 
barber shop where the flies played 
tag on the sleeping barber's nose. 
Adding insult to injury, a small 
group gathered outside the shop 
to watch the spectacle. Twenty 
minutes later I paid the barber 
his fifty cent fee while I grimaced 
at my shorn head in the mirror. 
We were then allowed to con-
tinue our journey, but first we 
had to run the gauntlet of out-
stretched officials' hands which 
eagerly sought Uncle Sam's green-
backs. Meanwhile we had ex-
changed $100 American money for 
1,250 pesos which reminded me of 
the play money in Monopoly. This 
time the money was real. 
Our first night in Mexico was 
which I never learned. We found a 
tire to replace the ruined one at 
a gas station where the attendant, 
his wife, and their eleven children 
waited for the heat of the day to 
slowly dissipate. Over the attend-
ant's desk hung a picture of John 
Kennedy. The tire was expensive, 
but the cost of changing it was 
only 40 cents. That stubborn old 
American drove all around Mex-
ico and home again without both-
ering to get a spare. 
Reaction 
(Contnued rrom Page 1) 
ever those individuals or organ-
izations who feel strongly about 
this situation may feel inclined to 




spent in a city called Saltillo, ,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;..;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=i 
somewhat of a college town. Walk-
ing through the center of the city, 
we wondered why so many of the 
male population whistled at us 
while their female counterparts 
giggled. Eventually we realized 
that we were different from Mex-
ican men in one important re-
spect - we wore bermudas. It is 
perhaps a grand irony that in such 
a hot country the wearing of 
shorts by men is considered fem-
inine. Thereafter we followed cus-
tom. 
On our way to Mexico City the 
land was flat and uninteresting. 
We stopped along the road to help 
some Americans who had a flat on 
their trailer. Their pretty grand-
daughter had something to do with 
our stopping. The old self-suffi-
cient grandfather had driven 
3,000 miles without a spare. His 
cryptic explanation was, "There 
wasn't any room for one." An hour 
later, in our car, we floundered 
onto a dirt road which led to an 





MIXERS, PARTIES ETC. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
GRANDCHAMP 
WHEAL TON ASSOC. 
781-2820 
AFTER 1:30 P.M. 
Lost Consciousness 
(Con tlnuod from Pago 8) 
tary on today's trend toward mak-
ing the human being nothing more 
than an inferior computer, is the 
way we have stifled imagination 
in our children. No time is allowed 
for the child to simply sit around 
and wonder about the world. We 
do not aJJow the child to have his 
fantasies. His mind must be filled 
with the realities of the world. 
Adult problems are made his prob-
lems. In school he is given the 
hard core subjects that arc to 
prepare him for the technology of 
the times. Little attention is taken 
to give him opportunities to have 
deeply moving experience that will 
prepare him to become a human 
being. Sentimentality has become 
an embarrassing sin. We do not 
want to fill our children's minds 
with misconceptions or have them 
become emotionally attached to 
anything. Toys no longer serve as 
objects of emotional attachment 
tor the child. They must be func-
tional and educational in some 
way. The teddy bear is replaced 
by a transparent model of human 
anatomy. The fairy tale is replaced 
by the science book. 
The fairy tale seems to have 
become an invalid form of litera-
ture; it allows the child to leave 
the real world. This might be dan-
gerous; think of the psychological 
ramifications. The child may be-
come a retreatist or an escapist. 
Or he might become imaginative 
and creative; he might even be 
able to keep a spark of wonder 
alive in a dead world of scientific 
reality. 
Paul Hazard, in Uooks, Children, 
111111 !\f en, has made a spirited plea 
to give our children " ... books 
that awaken in them not maudlin 
sentimentality, but sensibility; 
that enable them to share in great 
human emotions; that give them 
respect for universal life - that 
of animals, of plants; that teach 
them not to despise everything 
that is mysterious in creation and 
in man." 
If we allow the child to have 
his dreams, education would not 
now be devoted to a fetish of cul-
tivating the rather dubious hybrid 
of "purposeful creativity." The 
child's imagination and feeling will 
grow just as naturally as his body 
if we let them. Let the child be-
lieve in Santa Claus; let him Jove 
his puppy; let him be a fireman 
(though you may prefer a nuclear 
physicist) Some day he will find 
out these were only make-believe. 
Yes, and someday he may know 
that love, disappointme1~t. and 
sorrow are much more than words. 
Someday he will grow up to be a 
man in the fullest sense - not 
a shell covering a cold void, a man 
capable of deep understanding that 
comes only through suffering. 
It is up to us as individuals to 
unbury our lost humanity. To go 
out and feel life, to become sensi-
tive to it. 
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TRANSFER STUDENTS 
The listing of transfer students together with class designa-
tion, curriculum, major and minor has been posted in the 
Student Union and Student Center. 
This listing tells you the class you will register with in 
January. Please notify us of your curriculum, major and minor 
if none is listed for you. 
Louis L. Wartman 
Registrar 
PLACF}l\lENT 
Oper1ttlon Nativo Son 
Operation Native Son will take place on Dec. 23, 26 and 27. 
This program will involve 28 Rhode Island companies which 
will interview qualified college seniors and graduate students 
of any major from the Rhode Island area. Applications are avail-
able at the Information Desk of the Student Union or at the 
Placem!!nt Office, Room 114 of Roberts Hall. 
ASCUS Annunl 
Prospective teachers may pick up copies of the 1969 ASCUS 
Annual. This booklet, published by the Association for School, 
College and University Staffing, contains detailed information 
about many school districts throughout the country that are 
interested in staffing their schools with the best candidates 
pursuing a can-er in education. 
Nancy H. Paine 
Placement Counselor 
ATTENTION SOPHO!\IORE l\fEN 
Want to serve your military commitment as an officer in a 
local National Guard Unit? The Non-ROTC Program is opening 
up again this year for R.I.C. sophomore males only. Full parti-
culars are available from Mr. Eustis, Mr. O'Brien, Father May-
nard or myself. Since there arc limited openings, please inquire 
as soon as POSSible. There arc no Interruptions during college 
commitments, plus an increasing scale of remuneration. 
Dixon McCool 
Assistant Dean of Students 
Review 
The J. Geils Band 
by BOB CAREY 
To play the blues is not to play 
nice music. The blues requires a 
down-to-earth understanding of 
life. There are songs about sex. 
There are songs about life. There 
are songs about hard times. And 
its just not nice music. But it is 
good. 
The J. Geils Band is talented 
enough to play the real blues and 
to do it well. Its not commercial. 
You'll never hear J. Geils on the 
Salty Brine show even though it 
is one of the better blues groups 
around. They play low, mean, dirty 
blues the way it should be played 
- without immicks. Sure, J. Geils 
has a pre-amp arrangement and 
once in a while he sounds like 
Jimi Hendrix but he doesn't em-
phasize it. He concentrates on 
straight blues riffs that hark back 
more to Muddy Waters than to 
Eric Clapton. 
The band is solid. They are con-
trolled musicians who know exact-
ly what they are about. They are 
young bluesmen and they obvious-
ly love their music. 
The drummer is Steve Bladd and 
he is adequatc. He's no threat to 
Ginger Baker but he keeps a solid 
beat and does some really inter-
esting things with his cymbals. 
"Bighouse" Klein plays bass. He 
plays it pretty straight and lays 
down some reasonable bass pat-
around a lot and he possesses a 
through in his vocal efforts. You 
know he means every word that 
he says. 
··Magic" Dick Salvitz plays one 
of U1e best harps around. He 
brought the house down with a 
five minute harmonica solo that 
took an awful lot of stage pre-
sence. He is in control of his harp 
at all times and he docs some 
amazing things with it. His solos 
are all original while his back-
ground playing is reminiscent of 
John Sebastien. 
The J. Geils Band bear the name 
of ils lead guitarist and its easy 
to see why. J. Geils is a highly 
competent musician. He doesn't 
hog the show the way he might 
but he does stand out. He makes 
love to his guitar right on stage 
and the sounds that come out 
during these solos are worth wait-
ing for. He seems to be in pain and 
he reflects the excruciating agony 
on his face while his guitar gently 
weeps. 
If you like "Yummy Yummy" 
and "Chewy Chewy" you probably 
wonldn't care for the J. Geils 
Band. But for everyone in the 
Student Union ballroom on Sunday 
night the J. Geils Band said more 
in one set than a thousand teeny-
bopper bands saying what a great 
thing love Is. 
Wrestling: 
Meet the Team 
Beginning with the smallest 
class and working up: 
115 
D enni.« Coonoy, out of Central 
Falls, is right in the thick of ~e 
battle in the 115 class. Denrus, 
who came to RIC \vith no high-
school wrestling experience, per-
formed for the varsity last year, 
as a freshman. In one year, DeMis 
has progressed and improved tre-
mendously, becoming a more 
knowledgeable wrestler. Having to 
wrestle with stronger for tlhe 
starting team in his weightclass, 
has made Dennis the workhorse 
of the team and has not dimmed 
his great desire. In speaking of 
desire it should be noted that Den-
ny went out for crosscountry, to 
get himself In shape for wrestling 
and ended up winning a letter in 
the sport. 
12S 
Kenny Whorl, from Warwick, 
has been sitting out a year of eli-
gibility due to his transfer from 
Graceland College, Iowa. On the 
mat, Kenny is quick, agressive, 
and an excellent takedown man. 
He comes from a family of wrest-
lers and Coach Green says, he is 
the best of three brothers who 
wrestle. During a meet, Ken is 
always thinking and will be tough 
to beat. He has looked good in 
scrimmages to date, especially at 
Springfield. 
'=============================' I terns as he constantly works against the constant improvisa- Notice: 
Bob Bayha. of Warwick, is lead-
ing the way in this class. Through-
out highschool and college, up un-
til last year, Bob was strictly a 
runner, and former All-Stater in 
track. Last year Bob took up 
wrestling and was good enough to ' 
be considered by Coach Green as 
Driver vs 
Computer 




nounced a new device to be used I • 
"in their war with speeders". I Eh 
The VASCAR, short for Vehicle 
Average Speed Computer and RIC's resident student philoso-
Rccorcler. has been purchased pher Len Hardisty claims that 
through a joint effort by Governor RIC 'students arc so apathetic that 
John H. Chafec and State Police I they do not even put their gripes 
Superintendant Walter E. Stone. , on the bathroom walls on campus 
Mr. Chafce heard about the unit as is the practice on every other 
at the national governors confer- campus in the country. Sure there 
encc in Ohio, and Mr. Stone heard appears the same normal decadent 
about it through usual police literature, but no real graffiti. In 
sources. order to solve this catastrophe and 
l\lr. Chafee expressed hope that make RIC come up with the times, 
these sets "will ~ a terrific dete~," I UNCLE ELI and nephew Len ,viii, 
rent to speeders m Rhode Island • as of tomorrow, begin a graffiti 
These units, it was noted, may contest. Applications can be picked 
be used even when the state pohce up at the RICSU information desk 
car and the speeder arc travehng for five cents. The winner will be 
in opposite directions. chosen by a staff of five RIC 
"The VA SCAR system will be English profs and will receive all 
put into use immediately," accord- the money collected by application 
ing to Col. Stone. fees he will have the honor of 
Col. Stone said 21 troopers are having his or her name on the top 
receiving training in the use of of a ditto which will contain all 
the VA SCAR and this will free entries and will be immortalized 
m any troopers for more patrols in all the bathrooms on campus. 
as the unit is a one man operation. This week's U.E. award goes to 
Commuters beware. I the group which seems to have 
- ---- wanted it the most. There arc 
people on the Donovon staff who 
RHO I OT A CHI feel that mixing grapefruit, or-
Sponsors 
Santa Claus Fund 
PIX is sponsoring their annual 
Santa Claus Fund in which organ-
izations and the classes compete 
in raising money to be given to 
the Providence Journal's Christ-
mas Fund. The Organization or 
Class to raise the most money will 
be presented with a plaque. Con-
tainers for donations may be found 
in the Student Center. Everyone is 
asked to help by contributing. 
ange, apple, pineapple, cranberry, 
and a host of other juices (some 
of which I cannot mention here) 
in one glass will make for a good 
drink. So, this week's UNCLE ELI 
AWARD FOR NON-COMMUNI-
CATION (between food and stom-
ach) goes to Mr. Paine (no fun 
Intended) and his merry band of 
juice cookers. 
And of course there is the one 
about the guy who got thrown out 
of his bachelor apartment when 
the landlady heard him drop his 
shoes on the floor twice. 
Who is Jimmy Helm? ? ? 
tions of the other band members. 
He keeps everybody in line. 
The vocalist is Pete Wolf who 
screams an awful lot. He wails in 
the manner of a male Janis Joplin 
but he has soul coming· out of 
every POre. He's also the person-
ality of the group. He jumps 
The ANCHOR will appear 
on campus 
on Thursday mornings 
for the remainder 
of the semester. 
a potential star. Even now the 
coach thinks of him as a good leg-
man. He is sure to be tough this 
year. 
DAN CRAWFORD 
FROM THE BITTER END COFFEE HOUSE IN N. Y. 
FRI. - DEC. 13 - 11:00 A.M. 
SAT. - DEC. 14 - 7:30 & 9:00 P.M. 
SUN. - DEC. 15 - 3:30 & 5:00 P.M. 
ALSO 
"SUNDAYS & CY BELL" 
(FILM) 
ALL ADMISSIONS ARE 25c 
And Will Be In The 
RICSU BALLROOM 
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Non-ROTC College Officer 
Candidate School Program 
Faculty Member Comments on Forum 
Sally Marks - Prof. of lfistary, RIC 
Male members of the Rhode Is-
land College SophOmore Class may 
be enrolled in the Non-ROTC Col-
lege OCS Program if they can pass 
the qualirying mental and physical 
examinations which will be admin-
istered in Providence, Rhode Is-
land, in the near future. 
This program was authorized by 
the Department of Defense in 
1965, as a means for procurement 
of young college graduates to 
serve as officers in the reserve 
components of the Army. Success-
ful completion of the course of 
instruction leads to a commission 
as second lieutenant in the Army 
National Guard. Sophomores who 
enroll in the program commence 
to discharge the nonnal six-year 
military service obligation immed-
iately. 
tact Dean McCool, Assistant Dean 
of Students, in Room 107 of the 
Student Center, or Lieutenant Col-
onel Benjamin P. Hague in Room 
129, Armory of Mounted Com-
mands, 1051 North Main Street, 
Provid<>nce, RhOde Island, from 
8 :00 AM to 4 :30 PM, Monday 
through Friday. Qualifying exam-
inations may be taken without ob-
ligation on the part of the ap-
plicant. 
To the Editors of the Anchor: 
May I congratulate you upon the 
advent of FORUM! It is so pro-
vocative of thought that I am 
tempted to write you four letters 
but I shall confine myself to com-
ment upon Mr. Coleman's article 
of 4 December which is largely 
based upon Fritz Stern's book, 
T he Politics of Culture Despair. 
Mr. Coleman declares this book to 
be •·a study or the 1·ise of fascist 
ideology." It is nothing of the sort. 
The book is so little concerned 
with fascism tl1at, in 361 pages of 
text, there are only five passing 
and glancing references to fascism, 
three of them consigned to foot-
notes. One of these speaks of "the 
convenient label" for whatever we 
loathe and it is distortion of his-
tory to engage in what Stern else-
where terms "annihilation by 
label." Fascism, afler all, does 
mean something in particular, 
namely the system of governmen-
tal and economic organization, the 
administrative system if you will, 
devised by Benito Mussolini in 
the 1920's to consolidate and rein-
free hs wn dcttrhpaoietaog 
ideology in which Hitler and most I "scientific methodology," what-
of his leading disciples did believe. ever that redundancy may mean. 
It is the intellectual and cultural "5. Promotion of 'natural spon-
background of this ideology to taneity' ('Do )'.our own th_ing' ~ 
which Fritz Stern addresses him- the modern eqwvalent, I believe); 
self. His book is a detailed study In a chapter of 25 pages, the word 
of three late 19th and early 20U1 "spontaneity" occurs twice (both 
century critics of German society times in lists of characteristics) 
and culture and an examination and the word "spontaneous" once, 
of theil· con'tr ibution to a cultural the phrase "natural spontaneity" 
climate upon which ultimately Hit- not at all. The context indicates 
ler could capitalize. Of these three, that "Do your own thing" is not 
Paul de Lagarde, Julius Langbehn, what Langbehn had in mind. 
Enrollees attend basic combat 
training only for approximately 
ten weeks during the summer fol-
lowing completion of the sopho-
more year. During the junior year 
of college, trainees attend one 
weekend training assembly each 
month at Fort Varnum, Narragan-
sett, Rhode Island. At the end of 
the college junior year, indivi-
duals are appointed candidates and 
continue the weekend training 
for an additional fifteen months. 
In addition to the weekend train-
ing, attendance at two fifteen-day 
summer camps is required. One 
of these summer encampments -
both of which are also conducted 
at Fort Varnum - follows the 
junior year of college, while the 
second follows the senior year. In-
A dividuals are commissioned lieu-
tenants on the final day of the 
second summer training period. 
Earn and Learn 
In Europe 
The American Student Informa-
tion Service, Grand Duchy of Lux-
embourg, makes it possible to 
earn your stay in Europe and to 
study at a university of your 
choice. By participating in this 
unique program you reap more 
benefits through close contact 
,vith Europeans. Jobs are avail-
able anytime during the year. 
Openings include lifeguarding, 
waiting on tables, office work, 
modeling, teaching, factory work, 
chauffe uring, h-Ospital work, farm 
work, sales work, construction 
work, child care, camp counseling 
and many more. You may choose 
the country and type of job best 
suited for you. For a handbook 
listing all jobs, studying and appli-
cation forms for registering and 
loaded with other valuable infor-
mation write to: Dept. ill, Amer-
ican Student Information Service, 
22 Avenue de la Liberte, Luxem-
bourg City, Grand Duchy of Lux-
embourg. Include $2 for overseas 
handling, air mall reply and the 
material. 
force his own dictatorship. Its dis-
tinctive feature, which was only 
in part original, was the corpor-
ative state, some aspects of which 
Hitler adopted and adapted when 
he came to pOWer by a very dif-
ferent tactical route. Whe ther 
racism had an ideology is ques-
tionable. Piecemeal and after the 
event , Mussolini did concoct a 
creed of sorts to justify his dic-
tatorship but there is widespread 
agreement amc ng experts on fas-
cism that neither Mussolini, nor 
his leading followers, nor much 
of anybody e lse in Italy took it 
seriously. 
Nazism of course did have an 
The final training requirement 
of the program is completion of 
the basic officer coul'Se of about 
ten weeks duration at the Active 
Army School of the arm or ser-
vice into which the individual is 
commissioned. No other active 
duty is required - in fact, this 
program is the only one offered 
by any or the Armed Services 
which does not require extended 
active duty service. 
Nationals Allowed On Campus 








for excellence and accuracy in 
advertising by carrying an ad 
for a Dec. 2nd activity in the 
Dec. 4th edition. 
'8:~P~ 
Nationalization of campus stu-
dent organizations ls no longer a 
problem to clear through the ad-
ministration. With the admission 
of Delta Tau Chi into Kappa Del-
ta Rho National Fraternity, Inc., 
the first step in the lengthy pro-
cess has been accomplished. Prior 
to this admission it involved all 
kinds of grief just to be formed 
as a campus group much less be-
come national affiliate. 
Last year a group of interested 
men wanted to form a Greek let-
ter organization with the intent 
that it would become a national 
affiliation. After going through 
the "proper" course of procedure 
deemed necessary by Dean Mier-
zwa, the group became known as 
Delta Tau Chi. 
Also last year Sigma Iota Alpha 
appeared before Senate and un-
necessarily, before the BOG ask-
ing permission for a group to go 
national. It was explained to these 
groups that the dean of students 




CALL 9:00 A.M. · 5:00 P.M. 
781-9665 
178 Norwood Avenue 
Cranston, Rhode Island 
advised them that this was the 
normal course of action. Both the 
Senate and the BOG and later the 
Inter Fraternity Council (IFC) 
gave replies. 
On November 14th, a represen-
tative of the KDR National ap-
peared with members of DTX in 
the office of the Dean of Students. 
They were told at that time that 
no applications to any national 
should be made. Realizing that this 
was a stalling action these same 
people went to see Dean McCool. 
Mr. McCools answer was that he 
saw no reason why any fraternity 
should not become a national af-
filiate, except that the Board of 
Trustees were considering the 
matter. Deans McCool and Strat-
ton arranged to have a meeting 
with Dr. Kauffman at which time 
he stated that any group should 
be able to go national. 
In the interim, members or DTX 
brought the problem to the IFC 
at which time they set up a meet-
ing with the president. The result 
of the meeting with Dr. Kauff-
man was that any Greek letter 
organization may go national with 
the following provision; the IFC 
should set up rules and regula-
tions in regard to nationalization. 
At the meeting of December 5th 
of the IFC the presidents sugges-
tion was followed. The outcome 
finds DTX a colony of the na-
tional fraternity Kappa Della 
Rho, Inc., and an open road for 
any Greek letter organization to 
do the same. 
and Arthur Moeller van den "6. Attacks on bookishness 
Bruck, none were Nazis but all ('The letter kills, the picture is 
of them (along with many others, alive.');" This is accurate. 
some of whom, notably Stefan ''7. Promotion of folk Or 'pop' 
George and Thomas Mann, lived art over the studied and 'sterile' 
to expressly repudiate Hitler) work of disciplined and thoughtful 
helped to pave the way for the painters;" The German word 
German acceptance of Hitler and volkisch, which Stern uses, is al-
his ideology. mosl untranslatable ("folk art" 
Mr. Coleman declares that in being the nearest but unsatisfac-
one chapter of Stern's bOOk, he tory equivalent) but it certainly 
found "the following very stylish does not mean "pop" art. Herder 
criticisms of education," The would be hOrrified. As to the 
chapter in question concerns Jul- "studied and 'sterile' work of dis-
ius Langbehn and is entitled, "Art ciplined and thoughtful painters," 
and the Revolt against Moder- this does not appear in the chap-
nity." What Mr. Coleman means ter although Stern indicates that 
by "stylish" is unclear since Stern' Langbehn did attack the German 
uses the phrase, ''style is the man" naturalists as "coldly scientific." 
in terms of literary style and it It should be remembered that 
is amply evident that Langbehn Langbehn's book was a celebration 
had none. It should also be noted of Rembrandt who surely was 
that the chapter studies Lang- both disciplined and thoughtful. 
behn's critique of late 19th cen- "8. Promotion of an 'Age of Art' 
tury German society and culture idea ('Art' in a broad sense the 
in general and that only a small· modern equivalent of which would 
portion of the chapter and only be 'media:' the medium is the 
a few of the criticisms which Mr. message)." Langbehn did mean 
Coleman cites actually concern art '"in a broad sense" but in op• 
education. Let ll'S examine what position to "the currently prevail-
Mr. Coleman found. in !be ch8pte-r ing Age of Science." n., thought __,. 
(reproduced in toto and verbatim) of art as "imaginative truth" and 
and let us also examine the chap- thought "It could fuse religion and 
ter: philosophy, truth and beauty, and 
"1. Attacks upon 'apathy,' upon become the incarnation of the na-
the sleepy ones:" There are no tional genius." To translate this 
references to either In the chap- into "media" is gross distortion. 
ter. After stating that he found 
"2. Attacks upon scholars ('He these points in "a study of the rise 
is in his essence and by his origin of fascist ideology," Mr. Coleman 
unproductive and has a certain goes on to say, "out of a felt dis-
natural hatred of the produc- gust with German bourgeois cdu-
tive.') ;" The quotation, which ap- cation, say from 1871 on, these 
pears in a footnote, is by neither 'critics' moved to the systematic 
Langbehn nor Stern but by Nietz- promoting of various anti-intell-
sche who was not an intellectual ectual, often openly irrationalist 
precursor of Hitler or Mussolini ideas. Racialism (the myth of the 
although, as Mr. Koenig has so inherent superiority of Aryan) and 
ably pointed out, perversions of Fuhrer worship (the myth of the 
his ideas were utilized by the Nazis inherent virtue of power) are only 
just as a variety of groups today the most familiar.'' After further 
utilize perversions of Marx in self• 
justification. 
"3. Promotion of 'the cult of 
youth';" The context in which the 
quotation appears indicates clear-
ly that the emphasis is upon the 
simplicity and innocence of child-
hood. 
"4. Criticism of 'specialization' 
and the dominance of education by 
scientific methodology;" Langbehn 
did indeed attack specialization but 
I would suggest that, in this, he 
was unusual among the precur-
sors of Nazism. Lagarde, whom 
Stern rightly considers far more 
influential, condemned the gener-
alist and contributed to the Ger-
manic tendency toward extreme 
specialization which, in the Nazi 
era, reached its reductto ad absur-
dw11 with the famed Professor 
Hirt at Strassburg who feverishly 
measured the skulls of Russian 
Jewish commissars. As to the re-
mainder of Mr. Coleman's state-
ment, the chapter does deal with 
Langbehn's attack upon the scien-
tific method (although not, for the 
most part, in regard to education) 
but there is no reference to 
discussion of their views, Mr. Cole-
man makes reference to "other ir-
rationalities which were directly 
reflective of the rise of fascism.'' 
It should be pointed out that the 
disgust was with all aspects of 
Wilhelmine society and culture, 
that Mr. Coleman's date is rather 
mystifying (Lagarde's first major 
criticism came in 1878, Langbehn's 
book in 1890, and Moeller's birth 
in 1876), and that, while all three 
were racist in one sense or another 
(although none in a sense satis-
factory to the Nazis), the myth of 
Aryan superiority was firmly en-
trenched in Germany (and else-
wheer) from the time of the Na-
poleonic wars on and, as Stern 
indicates, the three merely reflec-
ted prevailing views. Furthermore, 
fascism, for all its faults, was not 
racist and is distinct from Nazism 
in this as in other ways. As to 
"Fuhrer worship (the myth of the 
inherent virtue of power)," while 
Mr. Coleman's statement is large-
ly an unacknowledged quotation 
from Stern, it should be noted 
that we have here two separate 
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of dentist drills 
and sand {;lled ears 
Review Of The Saturday Evening 
Performance Of The Paul Taylor Co 
Anyone who saw the Paul Tay-
lor Co. in concert last weekend 
can understand why the Fine Arts 
Committee is probably one of the 
most valuable committees on cam-
pus. The Taylor Co.'s performance 
demonstrated beyond a doubt the 
fact that the human mind and 
body when joined through thought 
and action can produce breath-
takingly beautiful comments on 
the human existence. 
either Lento or Aureole whlch 
were also danced in the same pro-
gram. As a commentary on the 
inane behavior of most people at 
parties, it was humorous, frustrat-
ing, sometimes pointed and always 
true. As a composition in body 
movement, it was superlative main-
ly because of the synchrortization 
of movements that was constantly 
present, and because of the ex-
tremely dynamic designs created 
by Mr. Taylor for his dancers. The 
result was an experience in visual 
stereotyping that seemed to ex-
plain itself perfectly to the audi-
ence. 
its moments of great strength, and 
a joy to watch. Daniel Williams 
was again beautiful, most notic-
ably in progressions of leaps, as 
was Cliff Keuter dancing in Paul 
Taylor's role. Carolyn Adams and 
Eileen Cropley also danced mag-
nificently in this, as they had 
























I took a little-biggie 
to Electric Ladyland 
but he didn't hear the music 
'cause his ears were filled with 
sand 
and he didn't see the sun rise 
from the bottom or the sea; 
he simply sat still staring 
at the wall 'tween him and me. 
-Bill Keach 
As a company, the dancers in-
teracted flawlessly and the result 
was an overall movement that 
was tighter and more perfect than 
clockwork. It was just such in-
teraction, along with the ability 
and total involvement of every 
member of the company that made 
every dance seem to be the ex-
pression of one perfectly synch-
ronized being, rather than the per-
formance of nine individual dan-
cers. 
As replacements for the per-
formance of Orbs, which was can-
celled due to the illness of Mr. 
Taylor, Lento and Aureole were 
completely satisfying, and the only 
possible regret at their being per-
formed would be that Orbs, one or 
the company's most recent works, 
could not also have been p1·esented 
with Mr. Taylor himself dancing. 
Comments on Forum 
Party Mix, as performed Satur-
day evening, was more represen-
tative of modern dance as it is 
most commonly thought of, than 
The Highllght of Lento was the 
"largo" duet by Carolyn Adams 
and Danfol Williams and it seems 
pointless to even attempt to des-
cribe it in words. The fluid, per-
fectly molded movements of the 
two dancers combined all of the 
beauty of ballet movement and 
pattern with the greater freedom 
of modern dance. 
Aureole, to follow suit, was also 
exquisite, perhaps as a whole the 
company's best performance Sat-
urday evening. As in the case of 
Lento, Aureole drew heavily from 
ballet tradition and technique. and 
yet also combined some of the 
very percussive and more unortho-
dox movements that are still rel-
atively new to the dance today. 
The combination was always dy-
namic, in both its softness and in 
If every member of the- student 
body and the faculty had seen 
these people dance they would 
have to have smiled, perhaps b1 
spite of themselves. In that respect 
it is not merely a personal loss 
for those who did not see them, 
but rather our loss as an entire 
college community. What happen-
ed on stage Saturday night was 
not only a triumph for the dancers 
themselves, but also for the audi-
ence. In an age where the human 
body and the emotions have been 
automated and mechanized to a 
very great extent, our ability to 
think, to create, and to move with 
a beauty that can only be pro-
duced by the human body and 
mind is magnificent to witness. 
(Continued from Page 8) 
things, compatible but not identi-
cal. In regard to the "irrational-
ities . . . reflective of the rise of 
fascism," I would suggest that, 
while the inventor of fascism was 
shrewdly anti-rational, particular-
ly in his deliberate submersion of 
individual reason in mass emotion, 
he was in no sense irrational. 
the idealism of others to his own 
eminently practical purposes. 
Mussolini was a thoroughly pol-
itical person. Mr. Coleman says 
that his allegtd precursors were 
not political at all and claims that 
"Their failures were based pri-
marily upon an absurd negation 
of politics. . ." Since Stern de-
votes a chapter to Lagarde's poli-
tical proposals, another to La.ng-
behn's political vision, and three 
full chapters to Moeller's political 
views and considerable political 
activities, I find the analysis con-
fusing, to say the least. Mr. Cole-
man further asserts that "Politics 
is the table of contents of the 20th 
century." While the phrase ls very 
pretty, I must confess that, as a 
historian of the 20th century, I 
find it both devoid of mearting and 
lacking in historical validity. 
doctrine and wpplaud it because 
they Ji,ea:r the politicia118 and ed-
itors repeat it, and the politi-
cian8 and editors repeat it be-
cause they thmk it is p<Yp1(lar. 
So it grows . . . It may mean 
anything or nothing, at any m<>-
ment, and no one knQw.s lww it 
will be. Yott accede to it ,iow, 
'Within the vague limits of what 
you swppo8'J it to be; therefore 
you will have to accede to it to-
morrow when the same ,wme ill 
made to cover something which 
YOU, never have heai·d or thought 
of. // yo-u alkn.u a political catch-
word to go on and grow, you 
will <rwoken some dlJ.y to find 
it standing over y1ni, the arbiter 
o/ yoiir destiny, against ·which 
you are powerless, as men are 
powerless agaj,n,st delusions. 
Rev. Maynard Speaks Out 
Mr. Coleman seems to be trying 
to tell us that the three Germans 
of whom Stern writes failed to 
grasp the nature of historical de-
velopment because they were doc-
trinaire idealists. That they were, 
but I would suggest that the dif-
ficulty arose not from the idealism 
of itself but from the doctrinaire 
aspect of It. A study of history 
does teach that rigid adherence to 
The other quotation comes from 
an author perhaps more congenial 
to Mr. Coleman. Mao Tze-tung has 
said, "Knowledge is a matter of 
science and no dishonesty or con-
ceit whatsoever is permissible. 
What is required is definitely the 
reverse - honesty and mOdesty." 
by Rudy Herzog 
Last December 3, Father May• 
nard held a meeting (more like a 
publlc forum) at the RICSU on 
how to supply adrenalin to the 
Chaplancy Series. 
Father Maynard explained to 
his audience (members ranging 
from the student senate to Weber 
Hall), ''That the Chaplain is the 
last man seen on campus, ... exist 
in another world.'' 
For some strange reason, many 
students seem to feel that to visit 
the Chaplain or any other religious 
head for that matter, is purely 
stupid. In other words, religion is 
the outer limit. During the coming 
semester the program will be di-
rected to change thls view. any doctrine or any total system WAR~ 
impedes comprehension of history. In fact, many students believe 
Mr. Coleman evidently believes The independent "Republic of that the Chaplin is hired by the 
that only complete acceptance of Bird Island" which sits in the mid- school. This rs not true, the RIC 
hls own doctrine of total mater- administration has donated office die of a city lake in Copenhagen, 
ialism and Marxism of a sort pro- has just declared war on the space and teloephne. Funds for 
vides the key (assuming there IS. salary for the secretary, etc., must United States. The newly pro-
such a thing) to the nature of be supplied by ,he religious head. claimed "Republic" has a popula-
history. His essay, however, only tion of six _ all students from Probably the main role of the 
illustrates the danger of distortion nearby city colleges. Chaplain's Program is to be re• 
in a doctrinaire approach. sponsive to the problems of the 
In conclusion, it seems approp- ,--------------,1students. "Religion is like edu-
riate to quote two authors at op- cation ... it fills an educational 
posite ends of the political spec- function," stated Father May-
trum but both worth pondering. correctly exercises the mind." The 
three groups, the Chaplain's Pro-
gram, Speaker Series and Faculty 
Forum. 
Next semester the Chaplain's 
Program will have a ''Happerting'', 
a two-day session on sex with a 
guest speaker, "A lot of people are 
ill-informed on sex," said the Chap-
lain. There may be a panel dis-
cussion on the Pope's view on 
birth control which might include 
the Chaplain and the Bishop, 
both representing opposite views. 
Also, a philosopher from Fordham 
University. 
In the Speaker Series, off-cam-
pus people (probably those asso-
ciated with Baha'i) will come to 
RIC. A yogi will appear before 
exam time and also a rabbi will 
lecture. 
Fculty Forum, is made up of 
teachers at RIC who discuss their 
views, such as ESP from the Psy-
chology department. 
Father Maynard stated that he 
would like to have a well known 
speaker, for example, Bishop Pike, 
come to RIC. The only thing pre-
venting such a move is M-0-N-E-Y. 
Mr. Coleman continues with cur-
sory reference to Stern's final 
chapter, entitled "From Idealism 
to Nihilism." The treatment is 
marred by Mr. Coleman's failure 
to recognize that Stern explicitly 
states that by idealism, he does 
not mean "a formal philosophic 
system" and by his own unusual 
definition of rtihilism as "intelJec-
tual anarchy," whlch is clearly 
not what Stern means. Mr. Cole-
man seems to be operating upon 
the premise that' 'Idealism is Fas-
cism," an assertion which is 
sweeping the campus and a prime 
example of "annihilation by label." 
The assertion is patently absurd 
for most of the major idealist 
movements and individuals in his-
tory obviously predate the advent 
of fascism which, like other total-
itarian systems, was not feasible 
prior to the development of the 
modern urban metropolis and mod· 
tern technology. One might, how-
ever, inquire whether fascism is 
idealist. It is probable that its 
creator, like most people, never 
inquired into the question of mat-
erialism versus idealism, or that. 
in his pragmatism, he rejected the 
question altogether but, in any 
case, It seems unlikely that Mus-
solini, with his atheistic and social-
istic background, would ever be 
comfortable in the idealist camp. 
He was always cynical, never doc-
trinaire, invariably an extempori-
zer. Further, we might look at 
what he did and said. Is rejection 
of the individual wil! in favor of 
the collective mass (to be bent to 
his own material ends) idealist? Is 
preoccupation with (but not wor-
ship of) temporal, material force 
philosophic idealism? Is enthus-
iasm for war for the pleasure of 
it and conquest for his own tem-
poral power (but for no abstrac-
tion) idealist? Perhaps Mussollni 
could be termed an utterly amoral 
political pragmatist, and certainly 
a despot, but hardly a philosophic 
idealist, although of course he bent 
Willlam Graham Sumner, the late THE HELICON Chaplin also explained that religi-
19th century American economist, ous classes are not effective with 
Personal Comment - ever since 
the Class of "72" has set foot on 
RIC, the main issue is "apathy." 
One of the reasons fo1· this at 
RIC is due to the commuter role. 
Students don't have the time for 
any mass participation in sports, 
etc. once said: students, especially in a commuter A doctrine is an abstract prin,- Is Now Accepting college. It seems a few years back 
ciple; it is necessarily absolute in religious courses were available Credit should be given to those 
people who started the Football 
Club. I am not saying thls club 
will help end "apathy" but it is 
a start in the right direction. 
its scope and abstruse in its MANUSCRIPTS (no credit) to RIC students. Due 
terms; it is a met<tphysical as- to the response (total number 
sertion. It is never true, because 008) the subject was dropped. 
it is absolt,te, and the al/airs of 
men are all conditioned and rel-
ative . . . Just think what an 
abomi,nation in statecraft am ab-
Btract doctrine must be. Any 
politician or editor can, at any 
moment, put a new ea;ten.rion on 




"The Chaplin's Program has It is about time RIC students 
not been a spectacular success," stop dragging their tail section and 
said Father Maynard. He asked give-a-damn. If the Chaplain's 
hls audience for new methods to series is not your bag, find some-
break the barrier restraining stu- thing else to turn to. At least let 
dents. The program badly needs the commurtity of Rhode Island 
student support (sound familiar)? know that RIC students show an 
The series itself is divided into interest in something. 
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Student Invents Language 
by Shelly l\108Sberg 
Ken Lyon, noted folk and blues 
perfo1mer and com poser, has add-
ed yet another item to a long 
list of accomplishments. This 
R.I.C. transfer student has created 
a language that he feels might 
eventually replace what we now 
call English. 
vowels. For example, the word 
example would be spelled "exmpl". 
Ken is now in the process of 
writing an entire novel i n his 
new language. The book will be 
entitled, Lgwg Th Unlsxul (Ligwig 
The Unisexual). The, following is 
a sample of what might become 
the language of the twenty-first 
century. 
Dr. Lea E. Williams To 
Address History Colloquium 
The basic premise of Ken's lan-
guage is the omission of cert.tin 
ESSAY ON MAN 
TXT 
N TH BIGNG WOL ST WZ T BLAM 
TH PPR WRK BCAM S CMBRSM TH KMPYTRS BROK 
TH FORTRAN N OL TH W0L ST PGZ KOLO FR NW 
LNGWG. SVRL ELMNTZ FALD NKLDING TH MING N TH LOOK 
V SM WRDS BT Tl-IA FNLY FND WT THA WR 
On Saturday, Dec. 14, in Mann 
Auditorium, Dr. Lea E. Williams, 
Director of the East Asian Lan-
guage and Area Studies Center 
at Brown Univ. will speak on the 
Mao Revolut ion. Prof. Williams 
has been at Brown Univ. since 
1956 as a specialist of Far Eastern 
Affairs. Since that time he has 
published many articles and on 
Asian affairs and has traveled in 
the area. This lecture is one of a 
series sponsored by the History 
Dept. as one of its Modern Revo-
lutions Colloquium. 
AFTR. THA SAVD TYM N SPAS WCH Z WT 
Tl-IA WR LKNG 4 TYM N SPAS. SYNS WZ ON 
TH TYM N SPAS KK FR lOOS V YRS N THA 
KUDN'T SLY TH PRBLM BT WOL ST DD. 
THA FKD UP RYTHG FR WYL NTL WI GT 
UZD T IT. NW EVRT 1 CAN RYT GRAT 
POETRY LK THS. 
EXMPL : 
KWJR 
TUR R 3 V US THN 
3 V OL THT HD BN 
SMR Z A.HD N WI RV 
ONLI RADIATD FD T KNSM. 
WI NW TYM Z TH VCTR. 
TH VRY TYM WI WNrD. 
Y M TH POET N DYNG 
1 Z A NKNSHS HOLI MN 
HI WL DY SOON 2 
TH 3RD N ONLI HLTHI l 
Z K WIR. TH I.ST MN N TH 
WRL FR GDS SK Z A KWIR 
F U WR T BLAM MI R WOL ST N KL 1 V TH PGZ 
R SMTHNG WRS LK MSUNDRSTND THN THA WL V 
1. U SI YM JST TRYNG T SHW U WT THA WL DU 
T YR MYND T LYF AFTR BRTH N T SHAKESPEARE. 
Letter 
( Continued from Page 2) 
students have plenty of concerns 
w hich are of no interest to faculty 
and vice versa. I am not espeeially 
interested in who is dating whom , 
and I would be surprised if many 
students would be interested in 
faculty talk about children, wives, 
houses and financial matters. I 
submit that faculty has as much 
right to its private gossip as any-
one else. Furthermore, nothing 
really prevents faculty from eat-
ing with students if they chose, 
nor pr events a student from invit-
ing faculty. The initiative rests 
principally with the student be-
cause for a faculty member to 
butt in on groups of students is to 
l!'ade on his position. 
These conditions will not be 
changed by having a faculty cen-
ter. The center will, however, 
serve certain interests that un-
met. A common complaint among 
faculty is the lack of an adequate 
place to meet one's colleagues and 
guests. Entertaining outside speak-
ers and lecturers, interviewing 
prospeetive staff, and t he meeting 
Kenneth E. Lyon 
of the trustees, officers, and facul-
ty are presenUy carried out in 
rather shoddy conditions. We do 
not put our best foot forward un-
der the present circumstances. A 
really serious problem is that of 
accommodating outside speakers 
and lecturers on campus. Where 
can one clean up and rest after 
journeying here? In one case a 
speaker was put up in the presi-
dent's office for several hours; an-
other rested on a cot in the nurse's 
office. Where is a faculty member 
to go if he wants to rest or relax 
between classes? Where do you 
think many of the endless and 
numberless committee meetings 
are presently held? The center 
will meet some of these needs. 
The elimination of separate 
restrooms, dining area, or a facul-
ty center will not promote stu-
dent-faculty com munication. It is 
illogical to suppose it would. No 
student-faculty interest is served 
by not having these facilities, 
while a legitimate faculty concern 
is served by maintaining them. 





10 HRS. - $ 40 
20 HRS. $ 80 
30 HRS. $120 
40 HRS. $160 
No experience necessary. 
Excellent part time work for college students. 
Requirements: Neat appearance, car, Bondable 
Students hired before March will have preference 
for all full time summer positions. 
CALL 467-4720 between 10 A.M.-1 P.M. 
In previous programs this ycat· 
the Colloquium has sponsored Or. 
Robert Smith of the Univ. of 
Conn., a specialist on Cuba, Dr. 
Kenneth Lewalski of the RIC 
faculty, a scholar of the French 
Revolutionary period. The History 
Colloquium was originally designed 
to supplimcnt the High School So-
cial Science Program. Area col-
lege Students have been cordially 
invited to attend by Mr. Donald 
Ommen, the chairman and Co-
ordinator of the program. Pror. Lea E. Willlams, P olitical Science 
Student Senate Proposals 
The following proposals have 
been drawn up and endorsed by 




3 student representatives with 
the same privileges as the other 
members of the committee. The 
student representatives to be used 
in cases where the st udent appear-
ing before the committee requsL5 
thir presence. (We suggest that 
the student involved be given the 
choice of choosing whether or not 
to have students judge him). 
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
12 student representatives elect-
ed by students in their depart-
ments (elected on a departmental 
basis), to serve for one year. In 
order for the student to serve on 
this committee a minimum hour 
the Faculty Council and the stu- question initiates the action with 
dents by Senate. the committee. Tenure questions 
PUBLICATIONS BOARD I may be presented by the students, 
Student Editors of the Anchor, going through their student sen-
the Helicon, and the Janus, the ators or representatives on the 
to be appointed by Senate. committee. A copy of the written 
FACUL'IY EVALUATION evaluation of each faculty member 
COMMITTEE which is to be written at the end 
This committee will be set up of i,ach academic yeai.·, a~ prevlous-
in the same manne1· as the Aca- ly agreed to by Acting President 
demic Honesty Committee. It will Willard, will also be sent to this 
be the duty of the committee to committee. Records will be acces-
design a faculty evaluation ques- sible to students. 
tionnaire to replace the one cur- NOTE: We are requesting that 
rently being used. Three copies of 1any future committees established 
these questionnaires will be made, by the Faculty Council and the 
one going to the department chrur- Administration, which are involv-
man, one to this committee and ed in Student Affairs will have 
one to the faculty member. This appropriate student representation. 
committee will also be empowered Respectfully submitted 
to evaluate tenw-e a nd dismissal I James Macomber, President 
procedures; dismissal being heard Katherine Wright 
only when the faculty member in Secretary, R.I.C. Senate 
requirement in the major field r--------- --------- ----------, 
will be necessary. The requirement 
has a stipulation completed or be 
enrolled in a total of 12 hours at 
the time of their election. 
HONORARY DEGREES and 
POLICY MAKING COMMIT-
TEE for CONVACATIONS 
4 students to serve on both com-
mittees and to be appointed by 
the Student Senate Committee on 
Committees. 
COMMITI'EE ON COLLEGE 
LECTURES 
4 students to be appointed by 
the Senate Committee on Com-
mittees for a 1 year term. 
UNDERGRADUATE ADMIS-
SIONS 
Student representations on the 
Policy Making, but not actual ad-
missions cases. 
LONG RANGE PLANNING 
COMMITTEE 
Student representation equal to 
that of faculty with a minimum of 
2 student members appointed by 
Senate. 
The following are suggestions 




3 faculty members, 3 students 
to either appoint a chairman and/ 
or elect a 7th member. The fac-
ulty membeN< to be appointed by 
AN APPEAL TO ALL l\tEJ\IBERS OF THE RIC COM~mNITY 
We have come to a sort of crisis in direction in the future 
of the college. w,. are faced with the problem of education as a 
career-technique or as a human experience. Is there a dichotomy 
developing between what we learn that will apply to our spirit 
and that what we learn to earn our bread? A serious gulf in 
personality phases leads to schizophrenia. Let's not be smug 
about our role but take an honest look al out· responsibilities as 
students. instructors nnd administrators. \Ve appeal to faith a nd 
reason and hope. 
PLEASJ•; C'O!\IE TO ROBERTS HALL FOR A MEET ING 
OF CURRICULUM 'REVISION DISCUSSION SPONSORED BY 
DR. ARf'HIB BUFFKINS WE DNESDAY (TOOA\') 2:00 P.l\1. 
YOUR l<'{TT l rRF. AT RIC IS AT STAKE! 
l'ou Are ('orrlially invited 
To llnN A Cup of 1/olidny Co{{,, 
i11 the Student U11io11 
nnr/ (:ieet Fnrnlty n11d St11de11t, 
on the days of 
DECEMBER 16, 17, 18, and 19 
MONDAY and WlmNt::SDAY 2-1 
l 'LI ESDAY and THURSDAY 9-11 :~O 
Second Floor 
Spo11,ored by the Office of the Den11 of Students ______________ , 
r 
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Letter to the Editor 
Ed. Tlei1 er-lid~ ~w Jubmittrd lofr b111 
.:t·as du,,ud. imporlaN"I <IWMRh 10 br im• 
mrdiaUl)I pnnlrd. 
Dear Editor , 
At the beginning of this semes-
ter I was approached by two stu-
dents and was asked to sign a 
petition concerning student-teach-
ing in the secondary education 
curriculum. The petition requested 
that twelve credit hours be as-
signed to student teaching at the 
sccondacy level, rather than the 
existing nine. 
Now, 1 do not know if the 
majority of secondary education 
students were in accord with this 
proposal, since I am a liberal arts, 
student. Yet, I feel that the pro-
posal was a legitimate one. At 
least it showed a concern for the 
student plight. 
As I looked over the list of sig-
natures, I asked the students what 
has been planned in case the pro-
posal was given the proverbial 
pocket veto by the powers that be. 
The students said they did not 
know. 
Well, months have gone by and 
I have heard nothing more of the 
An open meeting of students and 
the Student Senate will be held 
Wednesday, December 18 in Mann 
Auditorium, from 2·4 P.M. The pur-
pose to establish communication be-
tween Senate and the student body. 
STUDENTS: THIS IS YOUR CHANCE 
TO BE HEARD. 
issue and I wonder what has hap-
pened. Most definitely, this issue 
must involve, if not a majority, 
at least a large minority of the 
students at this college. Isn't any-
one interested? Are the students 
at RIC willing to commit their 
signatures to a piece of paper and 
unwilling their commitments go 
any further? 
Do the students on this campus 
remember the farce they staged 
last year. The two day boycott 
of classes, remember? It was a 
failure mainly because it was lim-
ited to a few days. 
It is my contention that if the 
boycott had been extended, by the 
student leaders, until the existing 
order responded favorably and or 
concretely to the student's re-
quests, the leaders would have had 
few, if any followers. Why? Be-
cause the students would have 
been afraid to miss their classes, 
simply their professors might have 
down graded them or they might 
have lost that A 
Anyway the "Powers" allowed 
their children to have a two day 
party knowing full well that by 
Monday morning everyone would 
fall back into his rank of oblivion. 
So, it seems that this well-meant 
petition has met with the same 
fate. Really now students, who is 
to blame for maintaining the stat-
us-quo on this campus? 
Jane S. Chiako 
"70" 
ADYANCED PAPER. DOLL EXHIBIT! 
Staff Member Retires 
WHY ARE THESE PEOPLE Sl\DLING? 
The young men and women 
and the staff at Walsh gymnas-
ium will be sorry to learn that 
their good friend, Mrs. Cather-
ine Nelson, is retiring. 
They will miss her ready 
smile, her encouraging words, 
her helping hand, and the lit-
tle acts of kindness which she 
performed so unselfish}y. 
Mrs. Nelson has been a mem-
ber of the college staff since 
1961, and she will be sorely 
missed by her host of friends. 
Before coming to the gym-
nasium, Mrs. Nelson was the 
housekeeper at Thorp Hall 
where she endeared herself to 
all the young women there by 
her generosity of heart. 
Good luck, good health, and 
a happy retirement, Mrs. Nel-
son, from your many friends 
at the college. 
The Board of Governors are happy at their work for a good 
reason, They have a new office> where they can do their homework 
on company time. 
Review 
''The Fox'' 
Producer ...... ............... .. ...... ........ ................................. ...... ... Raymond Stross 
Director .................................. , ..................................................... Mark Rydell 
Screenplay ................................ Lewis John Carlino and Harold Koch 
From a novella by ................................................................. D. H. Lawrence 
Photography .... ....................... ............... ....... ........ ................. ...... Bill Fraker 
Music ................................................... ...................................... Lalo Schifrin 
Cast: .................................. Sandy Dennis, Anne Heywood, Keir Dullea 
Color by DeLuxe Running time, 109 mins. 
A Claridge Pictures Release 
Mark Rydell, in bis first feature, trayed by Sandy Dennis and Anne 
THE FOX, exhibits a style not Heywood respectively, two young 
unlike that of Alfred Hitchcock, women rather unsuccessfully op-
I 
in creating a compact but ingen- crating a chicken farm amidst 
ious gem of a film that evidences the snows of Canada. Their failure 
an Impressive knowledge of and is due large}y to the efforts of a 
care for the motion picture. hungry male fox who has over-
Despite the lesbian theme, and turned the applecart, as it were, 
despite the fact that some of your by devouring many of the ladies' 
friends who may have walked out brood. Miss Heywood, as Ellen, at-
I of the theater during the more or tempts several times to shoot the less shocking opening moments of invader, but her fascination for 
the film will claim it to be "dis- the beast tempers her instinctive 
gusting," THE FOX is not the hate for it, and she is unable to 
sex-charged shocker of the variety bring herself to do away with 
that are imported here Crom Swed- the animal, though she has several 
en. Truly, it sets some precedents fine oppOrtunities to do so. AJI 
regarding the degree to which of this mystifies Miss Dennis, Jill, 
American films have come in de- the emotionally and physically 
picting human sexuality, and that weaker of the two, who cannot 
in itself may shock us a little, but understand why her "guardian" 
the film is by no means ugly or 
crude. of sorts behaves so strangely. 
mately result in a far more 
complex problem than chicken 
troubles. The boat is again rocked 
when a human "fox," played by 
Keir Dullea, enters into the chick-
en coop inhabited by Miss Dennis 
and l\liss Heywood. Mr. Dullea is a 
sailor on leave who returns to the 
farm expecting to find his grand-
father, but discovers instead the 
two young women who had bought 
the farm after the old man's death. 
Again Miss Heywood is at once 
repelled and attracted to this 
"fox,'' and agrees with hesitation 
to allow the "preda tor" to remain 
with her "dear friend" and herself 
for several days. Mr. Dullea makes 
up his mind that he wants Miss 
Heywood for his wife, and though 
her sensibilities tell her to refuse, 
she, who has shown herself to be 
a woman of passion during the 
film's opening, feels somewhat in-
clined to submit. Miss Dennis, who 
was at a loss to understand why 
her friend had not done away 
with the animal fox, similarly can-
not understand why she will not 
dismiss the advances of this human 
fox, who represents a threat to 
their apparently lesbian relation-
ship. 
At the picture's opening we are Another "invasion" takes place, Herc the film becomes some-
On the second floor of l\Iann over the lobby is a. dlspla.y or cut.out introduced to J ill and Ellen, por- on a higher level, which will ulti- thing of a mystery story as hand-
collages. All persons Wh o require this kintl or theru.py s hould hurry ---------------------------- led by Mr. Rydell. The inter-re-
ove r ror detailed instruction. ff d J p d Iationship of the three characters 
ATTENTION: 
UPPER CLASSMEN 
SIX $350 FELLOWSHIPS NOW BEING OFFERED 
ON A COMPETITIVE BASIS 
by PROVIDENT MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO. 
For Information, Call or Write : 
MR. PETER D. BUCKLEY & ASSOC IA TES 
PROVIDENT MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO. of PHILA. 
25 Pike St., Providence, R. I. 02903 
401 • 421-5756 
MR. DONALD GRAHAM, Company Rep. 
WILL BE IN ROOM 304 STUDENT UNION 
THURSDAY, DEC. 12, 1968 - 1 and 2 P.M. 
To Discuss the Program with Interested Students 
an e 's "Messiah" To Be resente is a delicate one, becoming stead-
ily more delicate, and the whole 
In Grace Church On Decemhe1· 17th atmosphere created keeps us in 
a state of mild suspense. The con-
the Chamber's Retail Trade Board. versations of the three before the Excerpts from Handel's "Mes-
siah" will be presented on Tuesday 
evening, December 17, 1968 at 
8:30 p.m., in Grace Church, West-
minister Mall in downtown Provi-
dence by the Rhode Island Civic 
ChOrale and the Bach Festival 
Chamber Orchestra under the di-
rection of Louis Pichicrri, Music 
Director. 
The performance, to which the 
public is invited, is made possible 
by a grant from the State Council 
on the Arts and through the coop-
eration of Grace Church and the 
Downtown Council and Retail 
Trade Board of the Greater Provi-
dence Chamber of Commerce. The 
announcement is made jointly by 
Mrs. Dorothy McKenzie, Execu-
tive Director of the Rhode Island 
Civic Chorale and Orchestra, The 
Reverend Robert F. McGregor, 
Rector of Grace Church and 
Jeremiah H. Cannon, Manager of 
Featured soloists will be Eliz- hearth in the cottage, the frank 
abeth Buker, Soprano; Dorothy encounters between "fox" and 
McKenzie, Soprano; Carol Carci- "victime," and the pitiful plead-
eri, Contralto; Norma Dirocco, ings of Miss Dennis with Miss 
Contralto; Harold Smith, Tenor; Heywood sustain an aura of melo-
William Parberry, Tenor and dramatic mystery at its finest. 
Russell Reney, Bass. Mr. Fred Lalo Schifrin's music, reminiscent 
Crohnimer will play the Grace of the mood music from the old 
Church organs before and after "Thriller" television series, is per-
the concert. fectly in tune with Mr. Rydell's 
"The downtown Providence interpretation of the D. H. Law-
community is most appreciative of rence story. Miss Heywood is quite 
Grace Church for making the effective as a female Hamlet, and 
church available and is very Miss Dennis again delivers another 
pleased to cooperate and assist the fine performance as poor Jill. Ap-
Rhode Island Civic Chorale and parently, some mischievous rascal 
Bach Festival Chamber Orchestra substituted Mr. Dullea's copy of 
in this special performance of the the script with that for the lead 
'Messiah.' Downtown, too, is very role in a Mummy movie, for Mr. 
honored to be able to offer the Dullea's performance seems re-
public an opportunity to hear the markably appropriate for what 
concert to be presented by the role, but certainly not suited for 
highly talented and well known the romantic and almost mystic 
Civic Chorale and Orchestra", tower of strength that he should 
commented Mr. Cannon. I represent in this film. 
_ b 
F reshman, R iek Wilson, on tho Foul Line 
Anchormen Win Big 
Worcester and Danbury Against 
by ART BRIETENSTEIN 
The 1968-69 basketball season is 
of( to a fine start at RIC. The 
Anchormen have won their first 
two games in a mos\ convincing 
fashion. 
On Tuesday, Dec. 4, the team 
made its debut here al Walsh 
Gymnasium and soundly defeated 
a stunned Worcester State squad. 
Freshman Ric kWilson put on a 
tremendous display of scoring 
moves in close to the basket and 
with eight of his mates scoring 
in double figures, helped lead the 
team to its first win. Art Sultzer, 
Pete Emond and Jim Sala ably 
handled the rebounding duties and 
Ray Huelbig, sophomore floor gen-
eral. played a fine game with 19 
points. Final score was 134 to 79 
with the defense limiting Wor-
cester to just 29 points in the 
second half of play. 
Saturday, the team traveled to 
Danbury, Connecticut for a game 
with Western Connecticut State, 
and picked up their second \'ictory. 
Again Huelbig and Wilson led the 
squad in the production column 
with 48 points between them. 
Sultzer, Jordon and Sala combined 
for 22 rebounds and the defense 
held the home team to only 541 
points, \he lowest total an RIC 
club has limited an opponent to 
in four years. 
The Anchormen now \ravel to 
Willimantic, Connecticut fo1· a 
game on Tursday night and 
Thursday arc the guests of Salem 
State in a contest that shapes up 
as tough one. Saturday, Dec. 14. 
the team returns to Providence to 
begin a five game home stand 
playing host to Plymouth State 
College. Tap off lime is 8:00 p.m. 
On the sidelines: 
... Baird, ob\'iously displeased 
with the first half defense in 
handle the ball as well. He'll hf> 
a good one to watch. 
... Les Jordon still gets the nod 
for the "most improved" player 
award. The sophomore forward 
has an accurate shot, rebounds 
well, is aggressive and most of 




by J'AT BOYL.Is 
Fourteen teams are presently 
taking part in \Vomen's Intra-
mural Basketball. These intra-
mural games are played during 
the free periods on Tuesday and 
Wednesday and arc 20 minutes 
long. There are 2 Tournaments, 
A and B, which each consist of 
7 teams. The winner of A will 
the Worcester match, spent the play the winner of Tournament 
intermission going over defcn- 8 on Jan. 8. 1969. 
sive mistakes with his charges. ThC' resul1s of thl' firs1 WC'l'k's 
The club went back on the floor action: 
SPORTS r 
and held \l\forcester to only 29 Tour nament A 
points for the remainder of the 
game. The Plague RC'visitNl 
. . . . Sigma Mn Dclt:i. 
.. Rick Wilson is certainly laving T v 
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Athletes A warded 
by TONY MILANO 
Ed. Note: Now that the soccer and cross country seasow; are 
over. final assessments or the plnyC'rs' efforts have been made. 
SOCCER 
Heading the honors won by I 
coach Ed Bogda's squad are sen-
ior goalie. Dave Marzelli, and 
freshman fullback, Gene Bascetta, 
who were selected for the All-
Conference team. 
Sophomore lineman, Brian Sam-
son, received the Captain's Trophy 
as the squad's most valuable 
player. 
Roh Haigh. junior fullback, was 
elected captain of next yC'ar's 
squad. 
Mar-Lelli, Haigh, and Samson 
also received letters. Other men 
who lettered were Jim Wade, 
:'vtario Amie!, Guy Azza, Mike 
Segerson, and Lionel Jean. 
Gene Bascetta did not receive a 
lC'ttcr due to the College's policy. 
CROSS-COUNTRY 
Wrestling: 
Believe it or not, Rhode Island 
College does have a wrestling 
team. Yes, tere are some dedicated 
and strongwilled men at Rhode 
Island College that are represent-
ing your school in the sport of 
wrestling. 
Wrestling is a sport that re-
quires equal amounts, if not more; 
skill, ability, strength, knowledge, 
and experience as shooting a ball 
through a hoop, kicking a ball be-
tween two posts, or hitting a ball 
with a bat. The one exception is 
that wrestling involved two mer 
competing against each other 
without using a basketball, soccer-
ball. or baseball. 
Since the wrestling team does 
represent your college, is it asking 
Senior captain, Ray Nelson; to much for your support. As in 
sophomores, Jim Joseph and any sport, spectators have a great 
Charley Totoro; freshmen Dave value lo an athletic team. Specta-
Cooncy and Paul Durand all re- tors and fans have the ability to 
ceived letters for their harried inspire a team to its highest abil-
cfforts. ity. In contrast, no athletic team 
Presently letters and sweaters I wants to compete with no support 
are the only awards the ha1Tirrs from its school, if the school 
receive. doesn't care about the outcome 
Lowest Price On Gas 
Vinnie Duva' s Esso Station 
435 Mount Pleasant Avenue 
SAVE 3 ¢ A GALLON 
ESSO REGULAR at 30.9 
ESSO EXTRA at 35.9 
SAVE SAVE 
Page Twelve I 
man ace has 53 pomts 111 two L A.'s 
Tournament R 
games,. 1·ebo_unds well, blocks Omega Chi Epsilon 
shots. is a fme passer and can I Ben Barbarian's Girls 
Tn tram u ra l 7\ Tews ;~; !::dsChi ;:~ 
_I_ J I I I 1 .L '~ The Quart C'lnh 1-0 
by JIM M<'GETRICK 
The three-man basketball league 
is now underway with 18 teams 
competing twice a week. Inter-
class basketball is also taking 
place with the championship game 
to be held Dec. 17 at 1 o'clock. 
The annual foul shooting contest 
will be held Dec. •11 at 3 o'clock 
in Walsh. About fifteen applica-
tions have been submitted for the 
event. 
The three-man basketball league 
has spt a precedent in that the 
team 'ptains have voted to 
changL ,he eligibility rule for in-
why should the team. But, if the 
school will support the team, the 
team members will try to do their 
best. The wrestling team needs 
··our support. It's about time some 
spirit was cultivated on the Rhode 
Island College campus. Any athle-
tic coach will tell you that spirit 
plays a large part in winning on 
any team. 
One Se<'0nd on thC' l\fitt 
Wrestling is probably the tough-
est college sport as far as practice 
is concerned. It takes a really 
dedicated person that is willing to 
sacrifice and suffer through the 
Team C 1-1 
tramurals. As it is now written, I Theta Lambda Chi 0-2 
students having played on varsity The Know-nos 0-2 
basketball teams cannot play in- Team E 0-2 
tramurals, but this nlic has been Under the fine direction of Miss 
voided for the 3 man play. No de-
cision has yet been made by the 
intramural department, headed by 
J. l\laracsak and Judy Plante, 
there arc about 150 girls partici-
pating in the program. 
Mr. Taylor, as to whether the ~-------------
rule will be waived (sp) for all 
other intramural sports as well. 
Mr. Taylor hopes to leave this 
decision up to the Intramural 
Council. an organization is still in 
the planning stages. The purpose 
of the Council would be to form 
an administrative body to govern 
over the intramural program and 
to develop a higher quality of par-
SECRETARY WANTED 
Anyone wanting to work as secretary 
for Advertising and Business for the 
Anchor, is urged to contact Bill 
Bunch via the Anchor. About 5-8 
hours a week are required. Ability to 
type is essential. 
BILL BUNCH 
Business & Advertising Manager 
ticipation and sportsmanship in '----------------J 
the intramural program. 
This is Mr. Taylo,'s second at-
tempt at the formation of such a 
Council. Last year's venture failed 
due to a lack of student interest. 
It is hoped that all concerned stu-
dents will submit applications to 
Walsh 221 as soon as possible so 
that the participants in intra-
murals will have a voice in de-
termining the future of the pro-
gram. 
As of Monday, Dec. 9, only ~ 
applications had been submitted. 
endless goals which result in a lot ,.. __ _ 
of action. Scoring the individual 
matches is complicated, but the 
idea is that points arc awarded to 
wrestlers for various escapes, take 
downs, and reversals. The team 
scoring is much similar. If an in-
dividual wrestler wins his match 
by outpointing his opponent, his 
team receives 3 points. If a \\Test-
ier wins his match by pinning his 
opponent, his team receives 5 
points. A tie match between two 
wrestlers results in 2 points 
awarded to each team. 
Wrestlillg is a rough sport, an 
exciting sport. It involves two men 
competing one against the other ._ ____ ._ 
with only 1hc- he~1 man winning. ltny Jfuelbig Hits For Two 'Polntq 
